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Manchester City Council
Report for Resolution

Report to: Children and Young People Scrutiny Committee – 8 November
2016

Subject: Budget Process 2017-2020: Consideration of Options

Report of: Strategic Director (Children’s Services), Director of Education
and Skills and City Treasurer

Summary

Scrutiny Committees have a critical role to play in overseeing the consultation
process: scrutinising and reviewing the budget options put forward by officers and
making recommendations to the Executive on the options they believe should be
taken forward to deliver the savings required.

This report and the accompanying Directorate Budget report and Locality Plan report
at appendix 1 sets out briefly the financial considerations, current forecast position
and savings options for the period to 2019/20. The financial position is based on the
best information available at this present time.

Appendix 2 to this report sets out the detailed findings of the recent budget
conversation held with the residents, businesses, partners and other stakeholders of
Manchester which are informing the strategic plans for the city. This builds on the
summary of responses reported to this Committee in October.

Recommendations

The Committee is asked to consider and make recommendations to Executive on the
savings options put forward by officers and prioritise which options they believe
should be taken forward to ensure the Council delivers a balanced budget across the
three financial years 2017/18-2019/20. The Committee is also requested to consider
whether they wish to scrutinise any of these options in further detail at its December
meeting.

Wards Affected:

All

Contact Officers:

Name: Paul Marshall
Position: Strategic Director, Children’s Services
Tel: 0161 234 3804
E-mail: paul.marshall@manchester.gov.uk
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Name: John Edwards
Position: Director of Education and Skills
Tel: 0161 234 4314
E-mail: carol.culley@manchester.gov.uk

Name: Carol Culley
Position: City Treasurer
Tel: 0161 234 3406
E-mail: carol.culley@manchester.gov.uk

Appendices:

Appendix 1 Directorate Budget Reports
Appendix 2 Budget conversation feedback

Background documents (available for public inspection):

The following documents disclose important facts on which the report is based and
have been relied upon in preparing the report. Copies of the background documents
are available up to 4 years after the date of the meeting. If you would like a copy
please contact one of the contact officers above.

Final Local Government Finance Settlement from DCLG 8 February 2016 (all papers
available on the DCLG website).

Executive, 27 July 2016, Approach to Budget Setting 2017/18 to 2019/20.

Resources and Governance Scrutiny Committee, 13 October 2016, Budget Process
2017-2020: Update and Next Steps.

Executive, 19 October 2016, Medium Term Financial Strategy 2016/17 – 2019/20.

Executive, 19 October 2016, Directorate Budget Reports 2016/17 – 2019/20 (reports
for each Directorate).
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1 Background and Context

1.1 The priorities for the City and the approach to achieve these are set out in the
“Our Manchester” Strategy focussing on making Manchester a City that is:

• Thriving – creating great jobs and healthy businesses
• Filled with talent – both home-grown talent and attracting the best in the

world
• Fair – with equal chances for all to unlock their potential
• A great place to live – with lots of things to do
• Buzzing with connections – including world-class transport and broadband

1.2 Our Manchester is the long-term strategy for the city and is at the core of how
that strategy is delivered. The Our Manchester approach puts people at the
centre shaping the way in which things are done. The principles that underpin
the strategy have been developed to fundamentally change the way that
services are delivered across the city and a shift in the relationship between
the Council and the people of Manchester. This will set the framework for the
Council’s planning process for the future, including the allocation of resources,
and how it will continue to work with residents, businesses, partners and other
stakeholders.

1.3 In 2016/17 the City Council has net budget of £528.5m. This supports a
number of service areas and responsibilities, as illustrated in the chart below:

Chart 1: Net Budget Allocation 2016/17 (figures in £m)

* Directorate Costs not yet allocated to budgets represents approved funding
set aside during the 2016/17 budget process for growth and activity related
pressures eg non-pay inflation. Allocation to Directorates takes place during
the year as and when required.

Growth and

Neighbourhoods,
£40.874m, 7.7%

Corporate Core,

£75.620m,

Additional
Allowances and

other pension costs,
£10.736m, 2.0%

Strategic
Development,
£6.000m, 1.1%

Children’s Services,
£102.163m, 19.3%

Directorate Costs
not yet allocated to

budgets*,
£10.847m, 2.1%

Corporate Costs,
£122.504m, 23.2%

Insurance Costs,
£2.004m, 0.4%

Adult Services,
£157.768m, 29.9%
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1.4 This report sets out briefly the financial considerations, current forecast
position and savings options for the period to 2019/20 based on the best
information available at this present time. Appendix 2 to this report also sets
out the detailed information on the outcome of the recent budget conversation
held with the residents of Manchester between 21 July and 16 September
which are informing the strategic plans for the City.

1.5 Scrutiny Committees have a critical role to play to oversee the consultation
process: to scrutinise and review the budget options put forward by officers
and to make recommendations to the Executive on the options they believe
should be taken forward to deliver the savings required.

1.6 Details of the overall financial position and the relevant directorate budget
reports are being submitted to all six Scrutiny Committees for consideration at
the November meetings.

2 The Financial Position 2016/17 to 2019/20

2.1 The Government made an offer of a four-year settlement for the period
2016/17 to 2019/20 with the provisional figures being issued as part of the
2016/17 Finance Setllement. The City Council made the decision in July this
year to accept the offer and, in accordance with the requirements of the
Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG), it published an
Efficiency Plan on 14 October which covered the settlement period. The
published plan is part of a suite of reports which includes a covering narrative,
which can be accessed using the link http://www.manchester.gov.uk/eps,
together with the budget reports presented to Executive on 19 October.

2.2 The financial assumptions include as the starting point the resources available
as indicated in the provisional four-year settlement figures.

2.3 The budget for 2016/17 has previously been approved by Council and the
report to Executive in October highlighted a potential budget gap ranging from
£40m to £75m for the remaining three-year period 2017/18 to 2019/20. The
need for such a range in the assessment of the funding gap was due to
uncertainty around elements of available resources and the potential need to
address further risks, pressures and priorities.

2.4 The Medium Term Financial Plan has been prepared on the basis of the best
estimate at this point in time and based on a number of assumptions. It
indicates a savings requirement of around £60m for the period 2017/18 to
2019/20. The final position will be subject to confirmation of Government
funding and overall revenues available to Council. It is anticipated that the
Autumn Statement, expected on 23 November, could provide further details
prior to the announcement of the Finance Settlement later in the year.

2.5 This current forecast position also assumes the full year effect of savings
agreed for 2016/17 are delivered and these are included within the figures
below. The total additional full year effect of savings included for 2017/18 are
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£3.326m with a further £1.864m in 2018/19. The overall financial position is
summarised in the table below.

Table 1: Resources Requirement against Resources Available 2016/17 to
2019/20

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Resources Available
Revenue Support Grant 113,768 90,151 73,740 57,041
Business Rates 168,655 170,357 177,143 184,766
Council Tax 136,617 140,681 147,716 157,450
Public Health Funding and Non-
Ringfenced Grants

78,128 76,728 81,085 89,066

Dividends and Use of Reserves 31,348 31,337 29,337 29,337

Total Resources Available 528,516 509,254 509,021 517,660

Resources Required
Corporate Costs:
Levies/Charges, Contingency and
Capital Financing

122,504 127,557 130,404 131,394

Directorate Costs:

Directorate Budgets (Including
2016/17 pressures yet to be allocated)

393,272 386,119 384,740 384,740

Budgets to be allocated (including
inflationary pressures)

0 18,477 35,964 49,106

Other Costs, includes additional
allowances and other pension costs,
and insurance

12,740 12,540 12,440 12,440

Total Resources Required 528,516 544,693 563,548 577,680

Total Savings Required (Current
Estimate)

0 35,439 54,527 60,020

In Year Savings required 0 35,439 19,088 5,493

3 Meeting the Budget Gap

3.1 Officers have put forward a range of savings options to meet the budget gap,
which include efficiencies as well as savings which can only be achieved
through service reductions. These options have been informed by the
feedback that the Council received from the budget conversation which took
place from the end of July up to September.

Budget Savings Options

3.2 Overall the options submitted by each Directorate total c£58m and are in
addition to the £5.2m full year effect savings put forward as part of the
2016/17 budget process which is already included in the base position. This is
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broadly in line with the anticipated level of savings to be achieved over the
three year period and are summarised by Directorate in the table below.

Table 2: Savings Options

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Total FTE
Impact
(Indicat
ive)

£,000 £,000 £,000 £,000
Current estimate of
savings requirement 35,439 19,088 5,493 60,020

Children's Services 3,357 2,143 1,199 6,699 35
Adult Services 17,980 6,534 2,550 27,064 -
Corporate Core 7,585 3,757 2,846 14,188 90
Growth and
Neighbourhoods 2,232 1,677 5,532 9,441 32
Strategic
Development 400 - - 400 4
Total Savings
identified in latest
schedules 31,554 14,111 12,127 57,792 161

Shortfall against
current estimate 3,885 4,977 (6,634) 2,228

3.3 It is assumed that that the Locality Plan work will identify how the full gap in
the Manchester Health and Social Care economy is closed and agreement is
reached on how investment is deployed to support the new care models
across the medium term.

3.4 There will continue to be an ongoing review of how the resources available are
utilised to support the financial position to best effect. This will include the use
of reserves and dividends, consideration of the updated Council Tax and
Business Rates position, the financing of capital investment and the
availability and application of grants.

4 Workforce Implications

4.1 The Council’s workforce will be the essential driving force behind Our
Manchester. A refreshed People Strategy is currently being developed,
informed by the B’Heard Survey, which will set out a clear ambition for how we
ensure all staff are inspired, connected and empowered to work in different
ways through the Our Manchester behaviours.

4.2 The next three years are likely to be more manageable in terms of workforce
reductions than the period 2011-2015, when the organisation lost almost
4,000 FTE posts (nearly 40% of the workforce).

4.3 Currently the total reduction in posts over the next three years, if all options in
are accepted, is estimated to be 161 FTE (this figure will include a number of
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vacant posts) and relates to the current workforce totals; it does not reflect any
other significant changes to service delivery models.

4.4 The City Council’s workforce turnover is around four to five per cent annually
(around 300 posts). Therefore, over the three year course of this budget it is
anticipated that the workforce reductions can be achieved without the need for
the use of an enhanced early retirement or voluntary redundancy scheme.

4.5 After five years of restricted external recruitment there is a recognition that the
City Council will need to invest in skills for our existing staff and new talent
introduced to enhance the Council’s capabilities for the challenges ahead.

5. Scrutiny of Budget Options

5.1 The Directorate Report appended to this report contain budget options for
those functions and services which are within the remit of this Committee.
which form part of the options put forward by Officers broadly in line with the
savings to be achieved over the next three financial years. This Committee
has been provided with the Children’s Services and Locality Plan reports.

5.2 Officers have divided savings options into those which are improvement and
efficiency savings and those which are service reductions. Service reductions
will have a significant impact on residents and service users either by reducing
direct services or by reducing the Council’s capacity to deliver its priorities in
the Our Manchester Strategy. These options have been put forward due to the
scale of savings the Council must achieve over the next three years and this
means that some options are not compatible with the city’s overall objectives.
The Committee has been provided with detailed feedback received from
residents and other stakeholders as part of the recent budget conversation to
assist Members to identify which options best align to the priorities identified
through this process.

5.3 Officers have also undertaken an assessment of the deliverability and impact
of these savings and have provided a RAG rating for every option which
provides an indication of those savings which would be difficult to deliver due
to a range of factors – for example dependency on behaviour change,
technical and systems changes or timescales.

5.4 Senior Officers will present these options to the Committee and will respond to
requests for further detail and any questions that Members may have to assist
the Committee to formulate recommendations to the Executive on which
options it considers should be included in its draft proposals, which will be
published in early January.

5.5 Scrutiny Committees have a critical role to play in considering the options for
services and functions within their remit and supporting information, and
recommending which of these options the Committee believes should or
should not form part of the Executive’s draft budget proposals. These
recommendations must take into account the legal requirement for the Council
to set a balanced budget and to achieve reductions of circa £40m-£75m over
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the three year period, with further clarity regarding savings to be achieved
following publication of the autumn statement and financial settlement in late
2016. Consequently, and to ensure consistency of approach across all six
scrutiny Committees, members are requested to identify from the options
provided two categories of saving:

A: Options which should only be considered by the Executive if the overall
level of savings required exceeds £40m

B: Options which should only be considered by the Executive if the level of
savings required means that all options have to be taken forward, and
no alternative savings can be found.

5.6 Members may also identify alternative proposals, or request additional
information to allow for further scrutiny of specific proposals at the
Committee’s December meeting.

6. Timetable and Next Steps including Consultation

6.1 At its meeting on 19 October, the Executive received details of the current
financial position, savings options for each directorate, the approach to capital
spend and details of the outcome of the Budget Conversation process. This
included the recommendation that the first phase of the Budget Consultation
with residents, business and all other stakeholders should focus on options
put forward by officers from 3 November until 15 December. It should be noted
that two of the budget options put forward by officers require statutory
consultation – Reconfiguration of the Early Years new Delivery Model
including Sure Start Centres and the Council Tax Support Scheme. These
consultations started on 3 November and will end on 10 January and 15
December respectively.

6.2 The phases of consultation are summarised in the table below:

Phase
1

21 July – 16
September

Budget Conversation

Phase
2

3 November –
10 February

Budget Consultation:
Early November to Early January: have your say on
budget options
Early January to Early February: have your say on
budget proposals

Statutory consultation on Early Years New Delivery
Model Reconfiguration and Statutory Consultation
on Council Tax Support Scheme

Phase
3

3 March
onwards

You said, we’re doing…explaining the outcomes and
impact of the consultation process, reflecting back
on what we hear
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6.3 The Executive will consider comments and feedback received as part of the
Budget Consultation and recommendations made by the Scrutiny Committees
and a further analysis of the Council’s financial position will be undertaken
after the release of the Government’s Autumn Statement and publication of
the Local Government Finance Settlement (normally received in mid to late
December). This alongside further work, including that to determine the
Council’s business rates and council tax base, will provide clarity on the
resources available and savings the Council needs to achieve over the three
year budget period.

6.4 The Executive will then agree its final draft budget proposals at its meeting on
11 January. Feedback on these proposals will be captured through the budget
consultation process and they will also be scrutinised by each of the six
Scrutiny Committees at their meetings on 31 January - 2 February. The
recommendations from the Scrutiny meetings will be submitted to Executive
when it agrees final budget proposals on 8 February. The Resources and
Governance Overview and Scrutiny Committee will then consider the results
of the budget consultation on 20 February before Council sets the budget on 3
March.

6.5 The table below summarises the budget time line and key milestones.

Date Milestone
3 November General budget consultation commences
8-10 November Scrutiny Committees scrutinise budget options and make

recommendations to the Executive
23 November Autumn Statement
6-8 December Scrutiny Committees consider any further detailed

information on options requested at their November
meetings

Mid-late December Anticipated publication of local government finance
settlement

11 January Executive agrees final draft budget proposals taking into
account feedback and comments received from the
Budget Consultation to date and recommendations made
by Scrutiny Committees in November.

31 January – 2
February

Scrutiny Committees scrutinise the Executive’s draft
Budget proposals and make recommendations to the
Executive’s budget meeting

8 February Executive agrees final budget proposals
10 February General Budget Consultation Closes
20 February Resources and Governance Budget Scrutiny Meeting to

consider final outcomes of the budget consultation
3 March Council sets the budget for 2017/18 – 2019/20
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Manchester City Council
Report for Resolution

Report to: Executive – 19 October 2016

Subject: Directorate Budget and Savings Options 2017–20: Children’s
Services and Education and Skills

Report of: Director of Children’s Services and Director of Education and
Skills

Summary

This report provides the high level budget context and priorities for Children’s
Services and Education and Skills across 2017-20 and the feedback from the budget
conversation, which has been used for the development of savings options 2017-20
and investment requirements to fund population driven and other budget pressures.

Recommendations

The Executive is recommended to note the savings options and investment priorities
detailed in the report.

To note that statutory consultation will be undertaken on the Sure Start proposals set
out in paragraph 7.6 (ii) and to delegate to the Director of Education and Skills in
consultation with the Executive Member for Children's Services the decision on which
Centres will be subject to consultation.

Wards Affected: All

Manchester Strategy outcomes Summary of the contribution to the strategy

A thriving and sustainable city:
supporting a diverse and
distinctive economy that creates
jobs and opportunities

Supporting the Corporate Core in driving forward
the growth agenda with a particular focus on
integrated commissioning and delivery which will
focus on utilising available resources effectively and
developing a diversity of providers including
entrepreneurs and social enterprises. This will
provide opportunities for local jobs

A highly skilled city: world class
and home grown talent sustaining
the city’s economic success

Integrated commissioning will focus on utilising
available resources to connect local people to
education and employment opportunities, promoting
independence and reducing worklessness. Working
with schools to engage and support our
communities.
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A progressive and equitable city:
making a positive contribution by
unlocking the potential of our
communities

The focus is on changing behaviours to promote
independence, early intervention and prevention,
the development of evidence-based interventions to
inform new delivery models integration with partners
where appropriate.

A liveable and low carbon city: a
destination of choice to live, visit,
work

Development of integrated health and social care
models and local commissioning arrangements that
connect services and evidence-based interventions
to local people and enable families and their
workers to influence commissioning decisions
aligned to locally identified needs. Schools as
community hubs playing an essential role in
reaching out to communities and leading early
intervention and prevention approaches at a local
level

A connected city: world class
infrastructure and connectivity to
drive growth

N/A

Full details are in the body of the report, along with any implications for

• Equal Opportunities Policy
• Risk Management
• Legal Considerations

Financial Consequences - Revenue
The options set out in this report will be used to inform the development of the
Executive’s budget consultation and draft Medium Term Financial Strategy.

Financial Consequences - Capital
There are no capital consequences arising specifically from this report.

Contact Officers:

Name: Paul Marshall Name: John Edwards
Position: Director Position: Director

Children’s Services Education and Skills
Telephone: 0161 234 3952 Telephone: 0161 234 4314
E-mail: p.marshall1@manchester.gov.uk E-mail: j.edwards@manchester.gov.uk

Name: Simon Finch Name: Kath Smythe
Position: Head of Finance Position: Strategic Business Partner
Telephone: 0161 234 5016 Telephone: 0161 234 1810
E-mail: s.finch@manchester.gov.uk E-mail: k.smythe@manchester.gov.uk

Background documents (available for public inspection):
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The following documents disclose important facts on which the report is based and
have been relied upon in preparing the report. Copies of the background documents
are available up to 4 years after the date of the meeting. If you would like a copy
please contact one of the contact officers above.

None
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 This report provides a high level overview of the priorities to be delivered in
Children’s Services and Education and Skills within the Children and Families
Directorate in 2017-20. This report should be read in conjunction with the
Locality Plan report elsewhere on the agenda.

1.2 The report outlines the options for savings in the context of the Directorate’s
objectives and the broader changes to deliver them.

2.0 About the Directorate

2.1 The Directorate for Children and Families is responsible for social care
services for children and families, public health, and for education, skills and
youth services, with statutory responsibilities for safeguarding children and
adults and a broad range of other functions.

2.2 In line with the priorities of the Our Manchester Strategy, the Directorate is
focused on helping people who have to rely more than most on targeted and
specialist services to make the changes in their lives which will see them
become more independent. It must be ensured that every child has the best
possible start in life and that everyone in the city has the same opportunities,
life chances and potential to lead safe, healthy happy and fulfilled lives.
Connecting people to the economic growth of Manchester by helping them
overcome the barriers to training and jobs is key to this.

2.3 In doing this, public services must be radically transformed so they are
focused around people and communities rather than organisation silos. The
Directorate is working across traditional organisational boundaries to bring
innovation and new ways of working to the fore.

2.4 Alongside this, Manchester’s Locality Plan sets out the vision for integrated,
place-based working and commissioning in health and social care. The plan,
which is jointly owned by a range of partners, sets out a shared ambition that
children and young people in the city are safe and have the opportunity to
thrive as they become adults.

3.0 Context for Children’s Services and Education and Skills

3.1 Education and Skills services, services for children in care and family support
have been identified by Manchester citizens through the recent Budget
Conversation as of high importance to them (more details set out below and
elsewhere on the agenda).

3.2 Like many public services, Education, Skills and Children’s Services in
Manchester are operating in climate of challenge and opportunity; which is
volatile and ever changing. Manchester has seen over recent years a
significant growth in its overall population and that of children and young
people; where there has been an increase in those with additional needs. This
growth has seen emerging challenges in respect of school place planning and
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being able to respond to such transience (for example, the period of the
school summer holiday has seen the arrival in the City of nearly 1,000 children
seeking a school place).

3.3 The City has shown great resilience throughout the period of the recession,
subsequent recovery and austerity; resulting in levels of worklessness in the
city falling and more people educated to degree level and fewer people with
no qualifications. Unfortunately this is a stark contrast to 'looked after' children
and some young people who are resident in the city for whom there has been
an increase in the number of young people not in education, employment or
training (NEET) and for whom it remains the case that poor skill levels,
worklessness and benefit dependency are characteristics of their everyday
experiences and community. In addition, these same young people are all too
often over represented in criminal justice and mental health systems.

3.4 In addition to the demographic and changes in national policy, Children's
Services are also working within the context of significant change and reform
locally that is being driven through Our Manchester Strategy, Locality Plan and
City Deal.

3.5 Following an inspection of children’s services by Ofsted in 2014, the Council’s
children’s services was made subject to an Improvement Notice; issued in
March 2015. Since Ofsted's 2014 Inspection the Council have implemented a
major programme of improvement which is aligned to investment that is
intended to deliver significant savings and improve outcomes for children by
2019/20. The underpinning principles of this improvement program is to build
a stable, confident and competent workforce service that will reduce demand
leading to manageable workloads for social workers that will result in better
quality of service provision, better outcomes for children and young people
and at reduced cost to the Council. This will be delivered with partner statutory
and voluntary agencies in partnership with children and families.

3.6 Following the Ofsted Inspection in September 2014, the Council has worked
with its stakeholders to refresh our Children’s and Young People’s Plan 2016 -
2020 - “Our Manchester – building a safe, happy, healthy and successful
future for children and young people.” It is intended this strategy will drive the
collective commissioning intentions for children and young people.

3.7 The focus of the Children and Young People's Plan is to take a holistic view of
their experiences and outcomes, from the pre-requisites of ensuring children
and young people are safe and healthy, to the wider outcomes around
ensuring children and young people can take advantage of the unique
opportunities that the city provides. It is also about ensuring that the city
properly understands what outcomes matter to children and young people.
This will be informed through a number of ways, including the Joint Strategic
Needs Assessment (JSNA), engagement with forums like the Youth Forum
and Children in Care Council, as well as regular engagement with children and
families through our daily interactions.
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3.8 In addition the plan is intended to stimulate different ways of working,
consistent with the emerging Our Manchester approach and the integration of
reform under the following four aspects:
• Safe - All children and young people feel safe; their welfare promoted and

safeguarded from within their homes, schools and communities;

• Happy - All children and young people grow up happy – having fun, having
opportunities to take part in leisure and culture activities, and having good
social, emotional, and mental health;

• Healthy - All children and young people enjoy good physical and mental
health that enables them to lead healthy, active lives, and to have the
resilience to overcome emotional and behavioural challenges; and

• Successful - All children and young people have the opportunity to thrive
and succeed in their education, emotional and personal lives.

3.9 In addition to integration reform linked to the three pillars of the Locality Plan,
Children's Services are an active member in the Greater Manchester (GM)
review of services for children which is developing within a wider context that
sets out the prospects of children in GM being below the national average and
significant variation of consistency, demand, outcomes between authorities,
and the cost of children’s services.

3.10 The collective aspiration is for high quality, high impact services for children
across ten authorities designed as one GM system. This will be enabled by
the current GM development of a framework to develop system leaders,
supported by a workforce strategy for services for children underpinned by
social work development through the GM Social Work Academy. It will be
further developed by other roles such as key worker functions using the
Troubled Families learning on a GM basis. The systems thinking analysis
which is guiding the GM development of multi-agency asset based, place
based approaches in GM communities, will offer holistic support from early
help to edge of care to statutory intervention for children.

Education and Skills

3.11 Schools
The largest sector with which the service works is the schools system.
Schools’ contribution to the strategic priorities of the City is clear: good quality
universal education in schools across the City is the bedrock of success for
future Mancunians and the City as a whole, and at the heart of successful
neighbourhoods. Education was identified by citizens in the Budget
Conversation as the service that is most important to them.

3.12 Schools provide a platform for achieving a progressive and equitable city in
which the potential of the people of the City is unlocked through the Our
Manchester approach, with schools acting as anchor institutions providing
local leadership, location and provision of a wide range of integrated
neighbourhood services for children, young people and families.
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3.13 The Council has maintained a strong working relationship with virtually all
schools in the City regardless of their status, and this will become more
important as government policy developments further impact on the curriculum
offer, structures and governance of schools. This relationship has enabled
strong partnership working to be sustained in support of the full range of
functions of schools and ensures an equitable school offer across the city. The
Council has maintained a strong influencing role and acted as a champion for
children and young people in the City in direct relationships with schools and
in challenging the government’s Regional Schools Commissioner to take
decisions that are supportive of the strategic goals of the City.

3.14 A particular area of focus over the coming years will be ensuring that the
schools system in Manchester continues to grow to match the significant
increases in the child population of the City: achieving this requires strong
partnership – with existing schools (including academies), with the DfE and
their free schools programme, and with strategic spatial developments across
the City, given the challenges in securing sufficient land for future school
developments. Ensuring fair access and inclusion for all within such a rapidly
growing system is a particular challenge within the current context.

3.15 The recent White Paper, Educational Excellence Everywhere, and follow up
announcements from government have proposed a system in which all
schools are academies, but in which those that are good or outstanding are
not forced to change status. Manchester already has 40% of pupils attending
academies, and this is likely to rise substantially through developments
already in process (including the proposals from the Catholic Diocese of
Salford). The City’s Strategic Education Partnership Board has already
expressed a commitment to all schools working in structured partnerships –
and recognises that for some, these will be Multi-Academy Trusts (MATs), and
for others, federations or other approaches. Such groupings provide the
structural units for the future shape of the school system, grown from groups
of successful schools in the City, and many will be well placed to take the
leading roles and form the anchor institutions outlined above. Ensuring that
future groupings of schools and the development of new and enhanced
provision are aligned to the City’s (and GM’s) priorities will require sustained
capacity for school engagement, despite the government’s reductions in
funding to Councils to fulfil this function through the changes to the Education
Services Grant.

3.16 The service has been at the heart of developments within Greater
Manchester, through the Review of Services for Children, to develop a
framework that would see future school developments – whether government
funded or locally funded – focussed on local contextual factors. These could
include spatial growth, skills needs and population growth – alongside national
priorities for the school system.

3.17 Early Years
Working to secure a sufficient and high quality childcare market is central to
securing good quality early learning for children across the City, and the
service works proactively with all parts of the sector – from childminders to
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large day care providers and schools – to promote quality and inclusive
practice. With an increasing population and the continued provision of near
universal full time free early learning for 3 year olds in the City, there are
significant challenges for the sector, and the service will continue to work
closely with it, particularly to promote the take up of the free early learning
entitlement.

3.18 The integrated Early Years Delivery Model, incorporating the work of
Manchester’s Sure Start Children’s Centres and their outreach teams, the
work of Health Visitors (in delivering the Healthy Child Programme) and other
partners, is overseen in partnership within the service. The future context for
the Early Years Delivery Model is covered elsewhere as its development
becomes integrated with that of Early Help services across the City.

3.19 Youth and Play
The service secures the commissioning of a wide range of youth and play
activities from a significant number of voluntary and community sector
organisations across the City; these activities are a vital contribution to
neighbourhoods and to the transition of young people into adulthood, and their
importance in this regard was highlighted in the Budget Conversation. To
develop and sustain such organisations, and to create the opportunity to
maximise investment in this sector, the Council has worked with partners to
establish Young Manchester, a trust focussed on developing and
commissioning provision across the City. Through this model, external funding
will be targeted to complement the Council’s funded activities.

3.20 The provision of a targeted youth support service is also vital in securing
support for young people most at risk of disengaging from learning and secure
pathways into further learning and employment.

3.21 Young People’s Engagement
Ensuring that the voice of young people is heard is central to the development
of the right provision across the City, and at the heart of an Our Manchester
approach. Through universal engagement (through the Manchester Youth
Council – which now works through a partnership model with over 60 affiliated
school councils and youth groups) and targeted activity to secure the voice of
young people within decisions that affect their lives.

3.22 Skills and Adult Education
The Manchester Adult Education Service (MAES) operates within the service,
providing learning opportunities focussed on basic and key skills essential for
personal development and accessing employment. The focus on literacy,
numeracy, digital skills and ESOL ensures that the grant funding provided has
the maximum impact on the City’s priorities. The expected devolution of the
Adult Education Budget to the GM Combined Authority, and associated
outcomes frameworks developed within GM to secure future commissioning of
this provision, will be a key context in which the service will work to further
develop and secure provision for the City.
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3.23 More widely, devolution of some responsibilities for work and skills sets the
context for work in partnership to secure relevant pathways into further skills
and education and, in due course, work for all young people and adults; a
particular focus on the development of pathways into apprenticeships is
important, particularly in the context of the introduction of the apprenticeship
levy.

4.0 Directorate Budget

4.1 The current budget for 2016/17 is summarised in the table below.

Service Area

2016/17
Gross
Budget

2016/17 Net
Budget

2016/17
Budgeted
Post (FTE)

£,000 £,000
Children's Services 75,149 67,705 780
Education and Skills 356,477 30,763 569
Directorate Core and Back Office
Services 3,773 3,695 92
Total 435,399 102,163 1,441

4.2. The budget 2017-20 by business areas is provided in Appendix 1. The
approved adjustments to the current base budget reflect:

(i) SEN grant assumed to cease (£0.383m); and
(ii) Savings 2016/17, the full year effect of proposals developed in the 2016

process, detailed below (2017/18 £0.473m).

This reduces the 2016/17 net budget from £102.163m to £101.307m.

4.3. Savings Proposals: Full Year Effect £0.473m
These proposals outline the full year effect of savings implemented in 2016/17
and already built into the budget for the Directorate.

2017/18
£'000

Early help case loads review 323
Public Health services 250
Free travel policy -100
Total 473

Children’s Services
(i) Early help case loads review £0.323m

In 2016/17 early help key worker caseloads were increase to 8-10 cases
at any one time (in line with other authorities) this expanded
Manchester’s current capacity by 278 cases and led to a surplus of 18.5
key workers. This would create a saving of £0.648m. Implementing from
the end of September 2016 generated a half-year saving (£0.323m) in
2016/17, and a further £0.323m from the full-year effect in 2017/18.
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(ii) Public Health Services £0.250m

Responsibility for commissioning Public Health services started to
transfer to local authorities in 2013/14 and was completed in October
2015. The expenditure on specific public health services for children is
now one of the four major areas of expenditure from the ring fenced
public health grant, along with sexual health; alcohol and drugs; and
wellbeing services. It is important to note that the grant is now subject to
annual national reductions up to 2019/20 and in 2017/18 the reduction
will be delivered through efficiencies across all four areas of public health
expenditure, including services for children and young people.

Education and Skills
(i) Free Travel Policy £-0.100m

Free travel seeks to support parental preference in choosing a school,
particularly for children and young people from low income families,
children and young people who are looked after or have been previously
looked after status and those who live in homeless or temporary
accommodation. It is also intended to support regular attendance for
those children choosing to travel longer distances to and from school
each day, and therefore reducing potential negative attendance/social
care/housing issues.

It was previously proposed that the policy agreed in 2015 for incremental
implementation is applied to all applicants for the primary and secondary
free travel passes in the school year 2016/17, not just those applying
within the reception, year one, year seven and year eight cohorts, as
would have been the case under a continued phased implementation.
This saving was 2016/17 only and needs reversing 2017/18 onwards.

5.0 Budget Priorities

5.1 Budget Conversation – What residents want from our services

As part of an Our Manchester strengths based approach local residents and
businesses were asked about the services and places they valued and used in
the City and asked about how they and their communities could contribute.

Residents were asked to rank which services are most important to them.
There were 2,015 responses, and services delivered by Children’s Services
scored highly.

Service / theme Ranked
Education 1
People with disabilities and mental health problems 2
Emptying bins, waste disposal and street cleaning 3
Keeping neighbourhoods safe and successful 4
Children in care and family support 5
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Fixing roads, street lights and parking 6
Regenerating the city, creating jobs and improving skills 7
Making Manchester healthier and more active 8
Parks and open spaces 9
Culture, arts, events and libraries 10
Making sure benefits are paid fairly, and collecting council tax and
business rates

11

Leisure centres and sports 12

5.2 Additionally, youth and community services and supporting these groups were
identified in comments as being important, with 62 respondents highlighting
facilities for children and young people as a priority area.

5.3 Although identified as a high priority, comments specifically related to
education and children in care and family support were limited. However,
comments made by respondents to the survey, relevant to the Directorate
include:

- “If children have a good education, place to play & practice sport then
society will be healthier.”

- “Vulnerable people should get priority.”

- “(Childrens Centre and Sure Start Centres) help families especially those
in need to get out and about, i.e. mothers with depression or single
parents. They helped me when I was suffering with depression with my
baby girl. They helped me come back to normality but my local one needs
a refurb.’

- “(Youth and Community Services)… allow those who usually feel excluded
to find a sense of belonging and familiarity”.

5.4 Directorate Priorities

Together with the other Directorates of the Council, Children and Families
Directorate will deliver the shared vision and objectives set out in Our
Manchester.

In addition, the context set out in Section 3 highlights the Children and Young
People Plan and Work and Skills Strategy priority areas in which the work of
the service is set. Such priorities are translated into the key areas of focus for
the service:

5.5 Children’s’ Services
• Supporting children and families through an Early Help Offer (including

Youth Justice)
• Developing an effective integrated social care, education and health

assessment, planning and commissioning service for children and young
people with a learning disability

• A responsive and safe “front door” through Contact, MASH and Referral
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• Improving the quality and consistency and quality assurance of social work
• Improving outcomes for Looked After Children and Care Leavers
• Improving the quality of Residential, Fostering & Adoption provision
• Workforce development

5.6 Education and Skills
• A year’s focus on Reading, to support engagement and success in both

formal and informal learning
• Securing improved outcomes, particularly at GCSE, and continuing to

improve the quality of the school system and its provision for children with
SEND

• Improving the quality, relevance and accessibility of pathways into further
learning and employment

• Securing sufficient good quality school places
• Integrating relevant early years services into early help through a platform

of schools as anchor institutions
• Ensuring the voice of children and young people is a key influencer in

decision making and services that affect their lives
• Developing youth and play services through a new relationship with Young

Manchester
• Developing the MAES offer in the context of new Greater Manchester

commissioning frameworks

6.0 Delivery of Objectives and Savings

6.1 The City Council’s draft financial model provides for £11m of additional
funding related to population growth and other pressures for children and
families over the period 2017–20. The Education and Skills budget pressures
are detailed at Appendix 3 and summarised in the table below.

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
£'000 £'000 £'000

Free Travel 65 130 195
Home to School SEN Transport 350 700 1,050
Total 415 830 1,245

6.2. Education and Skills

(i) Free travel £0.065m per annum 2017-20, reflecting both an increase in
pupil numbers and also difficulties in place planning, caused in large
part by very high levels of children arriving in year looking for a place,
which is triggering increased eligibility for the scheme (demographic
pressure approximately 165-180 pupils p.a.); and

(ii) Home to school SEN transport, £0.350m per annum 2017-20, reflecting
the new provision in the children’s act 2014 and the known increase in
pupil numbers with special educational needs.

6.3. Schools Funding Reform
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On 21 June 2016 the Education Secretary announced that the implementation
of the proposed changes to DSG will be deferred until 2018/19 and that in
2017/18 no local authority will see a reduction from their 2016/17 level of
funding. The government’s response to the first stage consultation and the
proposals for the second stage should be published in autumn.

Council spending plans supported by the centrally retained DSG total c£9m.
The draft budget includes a pressure (held corporately) of £4.5m from 2018/19
relating to two key risks from 2018/19 as follows:

(i) DSG reforms in relation to the high needs block – this may constrain
the City Council’s ability to continue with same level of support from
2018/19 onwards. £4m has been set aside as mitigation against the
potential loss of flexibility in this area.

(ii) Changes to the Early Years Block - the DfE issued the Early Years
consultation on 11 August 2016, which includes a proposal to apply a
threshold to the amount held centrally for early years. This proposes a
maximum hold back of 7% in 2017/18 and 5% thereafter. The impact
on Manchester is a reduction of £0.5m to the amount currently held
back. Hold back funding is that which the Council can use on central
expenditure on children under 5.

7.0 Savings Proposals and Options 2017-20

7.1. New saving options are summarised in the table below and detailed in
sections 7.2 and 7.3.

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
£m £m £m

Efficiencies and Improvement 2.357 1.743 1.019
Service Reduction 1.000 0.400 0.180
Total Children’s 3.357 2.143 1.199

7.2. Service Efficiencies

Children’s Services

The Looked After Children Investment and Capacity Model - £0.886m
2017/18, £0.993m 2018/19 and £1.019m 2019/20

(i) To support the Improvement Plan, the City Council approved the
deployment of £24.254m over 2015-21 to invest in new working
arrangements, evidence based practice and capacity to:
• Develop an effective city wide ‘early help’ offer;
• Improve the consistency and quality of social work practice;
• Reduce the number of Looked After Children over four years by

382;
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• Shift 310 foster care placements from independent foster care
agencies to Internal foster carers; and

• Implement manageable workloads – A target average of 18 children
per qualified social work practitioner across the service will be
introduced.

As part of the budget preparation work the investment strategy
combined with the investment options to increase social work capacity
has been refreshed in order to give an overall sustainable investment
approach for Children’s Services. In addition to the savings already
agreed in the investment strategy of £19m 2016-21, the update
provides options for cashable savings of:

• Children Services’ commissioning (£0.886m) from 2017/18;
• A revision to Special Guardianship Order rates (£0.300m) from

2018/19;
• Recovery of the forecast shortfall on the delivery of 2016/17 activity

targets for foster care shift of 33 (25% in 2017/18 and 75% 2018/19)
and adoption of 24 (100% 2018/19);

• The introduction of a further 100 LAC reduction activity target
(internal fostering) in 2019/20 (£1.019m) which was previously nil.

The saving options are summarised in the table below:

2017/18
£m

2018/19
£m

2019/20
£m

Commissioning 0.886
SGO rates review 0.300
Recovery of forecast shortfall on activity
targets 0.693
Additional LAC reduction target 19/20 –
100 1.019

Total 0.886 0.993 1.019

It is also proposed that the local authority roll forward into a reserve the
2016/17 under spend on social work capacity (£1.9m) to hold as a
contingency to mitigate underachievement of activity targets in 2017/18 and/or
other priority initiatives.

(ii) Health Visitor Contract £0.500m 2018/19

The option would require a re-commissioned health visitor and
associated capacity, with increased focus on acting as a lead worker for
families with young children in need of additional support and early
intervention. Note this option links closely with 7.6 (ii) below.

Education and Skills

(i) Education Services Grant (ESG) - £1m 2017/18. This reflects education
funding reforms and the role of schools. The ESG grant is currently
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£5m, and expected to fall to £2m in 2017/18 and £1.3m in 2018/19
based on government proposals to keep a retained duties per-pupil
amount of £15, funding of which will move to the Dedicated Schools
Grant (DSG) and end the general duties element, currently £77 per-
pupil from September 2017, with a transitional amount for the period
April to September, at a value still to be announced (but is assumed in
the budget model to be £30). The forthcoming consultation on school
funding regulations is expected to include provision to recharge certain
statutory duties to the schools block of the DSG, with Schools Forum
approval. Options to address the reduction in grant include further
redirecting of costs onto the DSG and service reductions (£0.400m)
and additional income from the DSG (£0.600m), although the split
between the two may vary when further information is available.

(ii) School Crossing Patrols - £0.250m 2017/18 and £0.250m 2018/19

Capital investment is being made during 2016/17 and 2017/18 in a
significant proportion of patrolled school crossing sites across the City
to improve safety. Following this investment, it is anticipated that the
number of crossings rated as 'Red' using the agreed rating system will
reduce significantly. It is proposed that the Council ceases to provide
School Crossing Patrols for 'Amber' crossings, with schools being given
the option to fund (individually or collectively) patrollers for their local
crossings. The combination of a significant reduction in 'Red' rated
crossings and the cessation of patrollers for 'Amber' rated crossings will
enable savings of £0.500m to be achieve across 2017/18 and 2018/19.

(iii) Closed School Budget £0.221m 2017/18

Re-use of closed school sites for education purposes reduces the need
for the budget.

7.3 Service Reductions

Children’s Services

(i) Early Years new delivery model rescale £0.500m 2017/18

This option centres on reducing the reach of the early years new
delivery model. This will be achieved £0.120m from reducing funding
for Newborn Behavioural Observation (NBO) and Neonatal Behavioural
Assessment (NBA). A further option totalling £0.380m through reduced
spend on evidence based targeted interventions (Incredible Years
parenting programme and Speech and Language Therapy), reducing
the targeted support cohort from 85% to 65% and reflecting need
identified within the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment.

(ii) Reconfiguring the Early Years New Delivery Model, including Sure Start
Children's Centres, to deliver better, more integrated services through a
locality-based school-led model £0.180m 2019/20
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The Council, working with partners, is committed to ensuring that
children have the best start in life and families are supported through
the Early Years Delivery Model. The Model, incorporating an integrated
assessment and intervention pathway from birth to the age of 5, is
operated by an integrated workforce of health visitors and early years
outreach workers, and utilises the Council's Sure Start Children's
Centres as bases for a combination of universal, targeted and specialist
provision for children and families. The recent Budget Conversation
demonstrated support for services and locations for children and
families, with a very small number of specific comments in support of
Sure Start Children's Centres; they were not, however, amongst those
services and facilities considered most important by those engaging in
the Budget Conversation.

It is proposed that the work of the Early Years Delivery Model is fully
integrated into the Early Help system in the City to provide better
targeted and sequenced early help and support for children and
families, particularly in the early years and at Levels 2 and 3 of the early
help framework. This approach would see the development of 12
school-based Children and Family Hubs, one within each of the 12
neighbourhood areas and each linked to one of the three Early Help
Hubs in the City.

The proposed Children and Family Hubs would enable, with host
schools providing local leadership, a coordinated early intervention
workforce. This workforce would comprise in due course, through the
LCO, health visitors working under the recommissioned contract and
workers currently engaged in early years outreach and early help, as
well as school staff where appropriate. The Hubs would also provide
access to a range of commissioned interventions. The setting for the
Hubs, within or immediately adjacent to primary schools, would also
provide access to co-ordinated parent and community capacity.

The proposed Children and Family Hubs would utilise existing Sure
Start Children's Centre settings located within or immediately adjacent
to primary schools, and each deliver the full Sure Start Core Purpose
linked to a network of local providers of early learning and primary
schools. Each Hub would also, through links to the Early Help Hubs,
provide a setting for work with children aged up to age 11, and their
families. Each Early Help Hub would therefore work through a network
of 4 Children and Family Hubs.

Alongside its main base, each Hub would also benefit from one (or in a
small number of cases, two) satellite bases; these, utilising existing
Sure Start Children's Centre premises, would enable each of the 12
Children and Family Hubs to extend its reach into areas of need or to
provide better geographical coverage, and would sustain settings for
the delivery of early years services across the City.
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The proposed approach would improve the focus and integration of the
existing significant investment in outreach workforce and interventions,
whilst providing a more tailored and efficient service through focussing
the full Sure Start Core Purpose in the 12 Children and Family hubs
and reducing premises and setting related costs through transferring up
to 6 existing Sure Start Children's Centre premises to community use
and up to 8 existing Sure Start Children's Centre to schools to enable
expansion of the early years offer for 2- and 3-year-olds. Statutory
consultation would be required at those existing centres where the full
designation for delivery of the Core Purpose would cease.

The initial target implementation date for the first phase of changes
would be April 2018, although it is recognised that further developments
with regard to the LCO and integration of services for children may
require this date to be put back to April 2019.

Statutory consultation is required at those existing centres where the
full designation for delivery of the Core Purpose will cease. Although
the proposals will not be fully implemented until April 2018 such
consultation will be carried out between 3rd November 2016 and 10th

January 2017 to enable a decision to be made as part of the Council’s
3 year budget strategy. At the time of this report the final details of the
proposals have not been concluded and it is therefore recommended
that the decision on which Centres will be subject to consultation be
delegated to the Director of Education and Skills in consultation with the
Executive Member for Children's Services.

Education and Skills

(i) Youth and play - £0.400m 2017/18 and £0.400m 2018/19

The option involves streamlining the commissioning of youth and play
services linked to current Youth and Play Trust. The saving option
remains predicated on seed funding for the trust, the first tranche of
which has been released and is funded from a transformation reserve.

(ii) Short breaks – £0.100m 2017/18

The option on Short Breaks for parents and carers of children with
disabilities would see increased direct payments replacing existing
commissioning arrangements.

8.0 Workforce Impact.

8.1 The workforce implications for the children’s social care represent a
continuation of existing developments as expressed in the workforce strategy;
a sufficient, stable, skilled and confident workforce; a culture of success; a
strengths-based approach; strong and effective leadership; clarity of
expectation (ask) and support and development (offer); manageable
caseloads that support evidence-based practice and decision making and
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effective relationships; dynamic recruitment and retention strategies; continued
professional development, and, the right conditions of change or enablers.

8.2 Delivery of the proposals will require leaders and managers to continue to
drive the new culture of collaboration, high support and challenge to drive up
the quality of practice. This leadership style will be particularly important when
responding to national policy which does not align with the challenges of
children’s needs, service demand and provision, e.g. UASC transfer scheme.

The investment in 2016/17 to create new additional social work and social
work management posts mean that caseloads should be averaging 18 by the
financial year 2017/18. This, together with the attention to creating the right
conditions for change, will enable social workers to practice more effectively,
which will result in more timely outcomes for children and a resulting reduction
in cost. The focus on early help and the effectiveness of arrangements at the
front door, as well as permanence will reduce demand on the system.

8.3 The proposals on the wider role of schools will require staff to continue to
maintain and develop effective relationships with schools so that they are able
to influence schools to develop their roles at platforms of integrated
neighbourhood services.

8.4 The anticipated FTE impact of the proposals is minimal and likely to be in the
region of 35 FTE.

9.0 Key Policies and Considerations

(a) Equal Opportunities

9.1 There are no specific equal opportunities implications contained in this report.

(b) Risk Management

9.2 The City Council’s Medium Term Financial Strategy includes an assessment
of budget risk when setting the level of general balances.

(c) Legal Considerations

9.3 There are no specific legal implications contained in this report.
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Appendix 1- 2017-20 Budget Areas

Service Area 2016/17
Net

Budget

Savings
(FYE of
2016/17)

Other
Adjust
ments

2017/18 Net
Budget

Savings
(FYE of
2016/17)

Other
Adjust
ments

2018/19
Net

Budget

Savings
(FYE of
2016/17)

Other
Adjust
ments

2019/20
Net

Budget

£,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000
Children's Safeguarding
LAC Placements 30,649 30,649 30,649 30,649
Permanence & Leaving Care 12,376 12,376 12,376 12,376
Children's Safeguarding 24,679 (323) 24,356 24,356 24,356

Education & Skills
Education Service 4,221 100 (383) 3,938 3,938 3,938
School Organisation and Planning 993 993 993 993
Transport Services 6,016 6,016 6,016 6,016
Quality Assurance and QA Early
Years 16,408 (250) 16,158 16,158 16,158
Early Help and Youth Strategy 3,125 3,125 3,125 3,125

Childrens Core and Back Office
Services 3,695 3,695 3,695 3,695

Total 102,163 (473) (383) 101,307 0 0 101,307 0 0 101,307
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Appendix 2 – Budget Savings and Options 2017-20

Service
Aa

Description of Saving
Type of
Saving

RAG
Deliverability

RAG
Impact

Impact
Amount of Saving Option FTE

Impact
(Indicative)

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 Total
£,000 £,000 £,000 £,000

Efficiency and Improvements
Children
Services

LAC Model incl Commissioning
Reviews Efficiency Amber Amber 886 993 1,019 2,898
Remodelled Health Visitor workforce Efficiency Red Amber 500 500

Education
and Skills

Dedicated Schools Grant - recharge
for statutory duties replacing
Education Services Grant Efficiency Red Amber 600 600
Dedicated Schools Grant - redirect IT
system costs and overheads
replacing Education Services Grant Efficiency Red Amber 400 400
Impact of School Crossing Patrols
Investment and Policy Change Efficiency Green Red 250 250 500 29
Closed School Budget - reduced
requirement due to re-use of school
sites Efficiency Green Green 221 221

Total Service Efficiencies 2,357 1,743 1,019 5,119 29
Children’s
Services

Early years new delivery model:
Rescale target audience

Service
reduction Amber Red 500 500

Reconfiguring the Early Years
Delivery Model including Sure Start
Children's Centres

Service
Reduction Red Red 180 180 6

Education
and Skills

Youth and Play Trust: streamlined
commissioning

Service
reduction Amber Amber 400 400 800

Other: Short breaks – implement
direct payments replacing
commissioning arrangements

Service
reduction Amber Amber 100 100

Total Business As usual 1,000 400 180 1,580 6
Total Children’s 3,357 2,143 1,199 6,699 35
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Appendix 3 – Budget Tables: Budget Pressures

Service
Area Description of Pressure

Ongoing
impact in to
2017/18

New Pressures from 2017/18

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
£000 £000 £000 £000

Population Related
E&S Free Travel: Impact of increase in pupil numbers 65 130 195

E&S
Home to School SEN Transport: Impact of increase in pupil
numbers 350 700 1,050

Total 415 830 1,245
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Manchester City Council
Report for Resolution

Report to: Executive – 19 October 2016
Central Clinical Commissioning Group Board – 2 November
2016
North Clinical Commissioning Group Board – 9 November 2016
South Clinical Commissioning Group Board – 23 November
2016

Subject: Locality Plan – Financial Report – Closing the Funding Gap
2017/21

Report of: Joint Director Health and Social Care Integration
City Treasurer
Chief Finance Officer, Manchester Clinical Commissioning
Groups

Summary

This report proposes the approach to be taken across the health and care
organisations in Manchester to improve health and care outcomes for residents, by
radically transforming the health and care system and in the process closing the ‘do
nothing’ funding gap of £134m that will materialise by 2021. It details the financial
steps required to close that gap and to achieve clinical and financial sustainability of
the health and care system.

As a joint report, it will be presented to the City Council’s Executive and each of the
Clinical Commissioning Group’s Boards.

Recommendation to Executive

The Executive is recommended to note the progress detailed in the report and next
steps detailed in section 14. of the report.

Wards Affected: All

Manchester Strategy outcomes Summary of the contribution to the strategy

A thriving and sustainable city:
supporting a diverse and
distinctive economy that creates
jobs and opportunities

Supporting the Corporate Core in driving forward
the growth agenda with a particular focus on
integrated commissioning and delivery which will
focus on utilising available resources effectively and
developing a diversity of providers including
entrepreneurs and social enterprises. This will
provide opportunities for local jobs
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A highly skilled city: world class
and home grown talent sustaining
the city’s economic success

Integrated commissioning will focus on utilising
available resources to connect local people to
education and employment opportunities,
promoting independence and reducing
worklessness. Working with schools to engage and
support our communities.

A progressive and equitable city:
making a positive contribution by
unlocking the potential of our
communities

The focus is on changing behaviours to promote
independence, early intervention and prevention,
the development of evidence-based interventions to
inform new delivery models integration with
partners where appropriate.

A liveable and low carbon city: a
destination of choice to live, visit,
work

Development of integrated health and social care
models and local commissioning arrangements that
connect services and evidence-based interventions
to local people and enable families and their
workers to influence commissioning decisions
aligned to locally identified needs. Schools as
community hubs playing an essential role in
reaching out to communities and leading early
intervention and prevention approaches at a local
level

A connected city: world class
infrastructure and connectivity to
drive growth

N/A

Full details are in the body of the report, along with any implications for

• Equal Opportunities Policy
• Risk Management
• Legal Considerations

Financial Consequences - Revenue

The options set out in this report will be used to inform the development of the
Executive’s budget consultation and draft Medium Term Financial Strategy.

Financial Consequences - Capital

There are no capital consequences arsing specifically from this report.

Contact Officers:

Name: Lorraine Butcher
Position: Joint Director Health and Social Care Integration
Telephone: 0161 234 5595
E-mail: l.butcher@manchester.gov.uk
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Name: Carol Culley
Position: City Treasurer
Telephone: 0161 234 3406
E-mail: c.culley@manchester.gov.uk

Name: Joanne Newton
Position: Chief Finance Officer, Manchester Clinical Commissioning Groups
Telephone: 0161 765 4201
E-mail: joanne.newton6@nhs.net

Name: Simon Finch
Position: Head of Finance
Telephone: 0161 234 5016
E-mail: s.finch@manchester.gov.uk

Name: Joanne Downs
Position: Head of Finance North Manchester Clinical Commissioning Groups
Telephone: 0161 219 9428
E-mail: joanne.downs@manchester.nhs.uk

Name: Kath Smythe
Position: Strategic Business Partner
Telephone: 0161 234 1810
E-mail: k.smythe@manchester.gov.uk

Background documents (available for public inspection):

The following documents disclose important facts on which the report is based and
have been relied upon in preparing the report. Copies of the background documents
are available up to 4 years after the date of the meeting. If you would like a copy
please contact one of the contact officers above.

GM Strategic Plan – Taking Charge of Our Health and Social Care
Manchester Locality Plan
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1. Introduction

1.1 This report proposes the approach to be taken across the health and care
organisations in Manchester to improve health outcomes and to close the ‘do
nothing’ funding gap of £134m that will materialise by 2021. It details the
financial steps required to close that gap and the radical transformation of the
health and care system required to achieve this.

1.2 The proposed approach is ambitious and it is acknowledged that the
partnership approach across the commissioning organisations needs to
develop further.

1.3. A detailed report on the establishment of a Single Health and Social Care
Commissioning Function is provided elsewhere on the agenda.

1.4. Population Health Outcomes

(i) The overall objective is to deliver the radical transformation set out in the
Locality Plan to reduce health inequalities and improve outcomes within a
financial sustainable funding system;

(ii) The current health and social care system is unsustainable both
financially and in that it is not delivering the changes in outcomes
required; and

(iii) The Greater Manchester Transformation Fund is the lever to deliver the
new models of care to deliver improved outcomes and reduce the need
to spend. The investment agreement will be clear on what needs to be
delivered.

1.5. Funding Outcomes

(i) Total funding available to the health and care economy in Manchester in
2016/17 is currently £1.137bn and taking account of changes in the
funding levels of the organisations (3 CCGs, City Council) will increase to
£1.204bn by 2020/21, however the cost base of existing ‘as is’ contracts
will increase proportionately more to £1.338bn;

(ii) As a consequence the funding gap is £134m;

(iii) A pooled fund is considered to be a key enabler to effective partnership
working across the health and care sectors. This is because a joint pool
is more likely to encourage system-wide financial decisions, with a joint
focus upon closing the funding gap. The local aspiration is to pool all of
Manchester’s health and care budgets, subject to compliance with
relevant legal and necessary assurance requirements.

(iv) Funding will flow around the system through the use of a pooled fund, as
risks and benefits are managed collectively, irrespective of where they
occur within services, and also through the requirements of the
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Transformation Fund Investment Agreement and through the
interdependency between the Single Hospital Service (SHS) and Local
Care Organisation (LCO).

(v) In order to achieve financial and clinical sustainability by 2021 the
following will happen:

(a) Local Care Organisation (LCO) – the LCO will integrate key out of
hospital services, with the driver of improving efficiency across a
range of fragmented providers, whilst delivering more bespoke
packages of support to patients and their families, reducing demand
on acute hospitals and residential and nursing home sectors. Where
the LCO is successful in delivering efficiencies, 50% of those
savings will be reinvested into the recurrent cost of new and more
cost efficient care models to continue to build a sustainable
community based infrastructure of care. The LCO (through initially
the Manchester Provider Board) will apply for investment monies
through the Greater Manchester Transformation Fund to establish
and implement the new models of care which will deliver planned
reductions to hospital services and other services;

(b) Single Commissioning Function – Commissioners will act as one,
enabled by a single pooled commissioning budget, to agree
commissioning priorities for the city, and will contribute towards the
closure of the funding gap through more efficient commissioning,
and reducing costs associated with low impact activity and poor
value for money; and

(c) Single Hospital Service (SHS) – the SHS will improve the quality of
care by standardising to best practice and improve efficiency by
implementing single service models. This will deliver financial
balance for the acute provider within tariff.

The three changes are interdependent and are being managed as a single
whole system change programme.

2. Devolution

2.1 Achieving the objectives set out above will be supported by devolution.
Greater Manchester (GM) is the first region in the country to take control of the
combined health and social care budget under devolution, a sum of more than
£6bn. Through 2015, significant work was undertaken to develop the GM
Health and Social Care Strategic Plan – Taking Control – to demonstrate how
GM would be clinically and financially sustainable within the next 5 years and
to negotiate the enabling Transformation Fund of £650m.

2.2 The overarching vision is to deliver the greatest and fastest possible
improvement to the health and wellbeing of 2.8m citizens in Greater
Manchester. The GM Strategic Plan together with the 10 GM Locality Plans
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set out key transformation themes to address the health and care needs of the
population.

3. Locality Plan

3.1. Manchester’s Locality Plan is a shared plan between providers and
commissioners, which describes a shared vision for a city wide health and
care system which aims to improve health outcomes for residents, while also
securing clinical and financial sustainability. It was approved by the Health and
Wellbeing Board in November 2016.

3.2. Health and Social Care services, particularly those related to people with
disabilities and mental health issues, have been identified by Manchester
citizens through the recent Budget Conversation as of high importance to
them (more details set out below and elsewhere on the agenda).

3.3. For Manchester, clinical and financial sustainability means:

 Improving health and care outcomes for the resident and GP registered
population;

 Improving productivity from the resources collectively available to the
health and care commissioning and provider organisations;

 Redirecting resources from the acute sector to invest in strengthened
models of integrated care to be delivered across neighbourhoods, which
can demonstrate a positive impact on reducing demand for acute services
and improving self care and prevention;

 Implementing new models of care for residential, nursing and home care
developed on a GM wide basis; and

 Closing the funding gap of £134m which, if unaddressed, will exist by
2021.

3.4. Manchester’s health and social care system is highly complex and multi-
layered. There are 91 GP practices, three large acute hospitals trusts covering
a range of acute and community sites, one care trust (mental health and some
community services), one local authority, many hundreds of voluntary
organisations and independent contractors including pharmacists and
optometrists. The commissioning of health and social care is mainly the
responsibility of Manchester City Council and the three Manchester Clinical
Commissioning Groups (North, Central and South) with specialist services
commissioned by NHS England.

3.5. This complex system provides excellent care in some areas, and outcomes
and people’s experience of care are also highly rated for some services.
Unfortunately, excellence is not uniformly spread and there are many
variations in quality, access, and effectiveness. Overall, the health of the
people of Manchester remains some of the worst in England.

3.6. At the same time, the health and social care system in Manchester is
becoming increasingly unaffordable and with continuing public sector austerity
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and forecasts of rising demand, without dramatic change, the NHS and social
care services in Manchester will become unsustainable.

3.7. The solution in the Locality Plan to these very concrete challenges is to
replace complexity with simplicity and implement.

 A single commissioning function
 A single local care organisation (all care outside of the hospital); and
 A single hospital system.

3.8. In addition to this single vision, the city’s integrated health and social care
system will have:

 A single set of values principles and aims;
 A single set of outcomes and benefits on which its success will be

measured;
 A single set of system ‘rules’, including the management of risk and

reward;
 A common goal and priority to shift activity from high cost to more efficient

interventions and reduce demand overall; and
 A common commitment to prioritise improvement in health and wellbeing

for the very large group of staff who will be the workforce of the single
system

3.9. In addition, the integrated system will have as far as possible a common
approach to workforce, estates, information management and technology
(IM&T), and all ‘back office’ functions.

The components each have a distinct contribution to make to the single
system as shown in the diagram below.
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4. Budget Conversation – What residents want from our services

4.1. Some engagement with the public has been undertaken to date regarding the
Locality Plan. Emerging themes can be summarised as follows:

 Access to primary care;
 Access to information and advice following diagnosis;
 Positive feedback from those being supported through the Active Case

Management service, which supports patients with long-term conditions in
the community in their own homes;

 Support to stay independent for longer and to support wider well being;
 The need for better communication and partnership between health and

social care; and
 Support for carer’s particularly for people with mental health needs.

4.2. The feedback from this engagement is informing the development of our plans
with our partners.

4.3. Feedback from the ongoing Budget Conversation reflects the above but also
indicates that respondents still focus on areas such as their physical
environment above health and wellbeing, despite stating that this is important
to them.

4.4. 14.1% of respondents identified health and social care services as important
to them. In comments, respondents highly valued access to local health
services, including easy access to small community health services. Social
care services were also seen to be of vital importance including home care
support, support for carers and older peoples' centres:

‘More resources need to be put in to help elderly remain in their own homes.
Not just carers popping in for 5 minutes a few times a day. These people have
contributed all their lives and deserve better’

4.5. Our ambition in line with the GM transformation programme and Our
Manchester is to employ a co-production approach, engaging stakeholders
across health and care to:

 Design and commission a new model of care at home in partnership with
service users, providers and investors; and

 Focus residential and nursing care on those who can really benefit from it
and creating centres of excellence in care that maximise independence
and reduce the call for hospital admission;

4.6. Further engagement regarding the Locality Plan and its implementation will be
scheduled as the detail develops.

5. The Single Commissioning Function
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5.1. In agreeing the Locality Plan, health and care commissioning organisations
(the 3 Clinical Commissioning Groups and City Council), agreed that a single
commissioning function for the city would provide consistent, co-ordinated
commissioning of health and care services within an integrated health and
care single system which will mean:

 The most efficient investment, avoiding duplication and overlap;
 The most efficient use of skilled staff including clinical commissioners;
 The most streamlined transactional relationship with providers; and
 The strongest lever for transformation.

5.2. The single commissioning function for Manchester for health and social care
services will achieve these objectives through the creation and implementation
of a single commissioning strategy, a single investment plan and a single
transaction system, i.e. contracts, performance, quality and payment. A
separate report detailing the Single Commissioning Function and its
development is included elsewhere on the Agenda.

6. Local Care Organisation

6.1. The Local Care Organisation (LCO) will be the vehicle for delivering integrated
out of hospital care across the city through community based health, primary
and social care services within neighbourhoods. It will hold a single contract
from single commissioning. The LCO will focus on the population most at risk
of needing care and will have a strong emphasis upon prevention and self
care. Its aim is to provide care of a high standard closer to home whenever
possible, and for those needing social care supporting individuals to remain
independent within their homes and local community for longer. It will include
new models of home care. It will co-ordinate partners providing care,
simplifying care pathways and accessibility. The overall design of the LCO is
set out in the diagram at Appendix A.

6.2. Section 8 below outlines further steps being taken to secure investment to
enable the LCO to deliver new models of care, impacting positively upon
residents health and care needs, but also reducing demand upon the acute
hospital and residential and nursing sectors.

7. The Single Hospital Service

7.1. The Locality Plan details the need to review acute hospital provision in the city
in order to allow the benefits of standardisation to be achieved at scale while
also delivering better care at lower cost. The hospital services included within
the Single Hospital Service (SHS) Programme are:

 University Hospital of South Manchester NHS FT (UHSM)
 Central Manchester University Hospitals NHS FT (CMFT)
 North Manchester General Hospital (managed by Pennine Acute Hospitals

NHS Trust) (NMGH)
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7.2. In January 2016, the Health and Well Being Board (HWB) commissioned an
independent review of hospital services in Manchester. This review was
undertaken by Sir Jonathan Michael, and reported back to the HWB on 27th
April and 8th June 2016. The scale of the overall SHS programme is
significant, and there is agreement that this will need to be handled in phases,
with UHSM and CMFT to form to a new Foundation Trust in the first instance
and NMGH services following in a second phase. The overall programme of
work, including the progressive development and implementation of a
comprehensive set of single service models and a strategic aim to transfer
20% of care activity into out of hospital settings, is likely to take approximately
four years.

8. Financial Plan

8.1. At a locality level, in total Manchester spends £1.137bn (2016/17) on health
and social care services, excluding specialist services. This includes £907m
on adults’ health and care, £119m on children’s health and care and £111m on
the other services. This will increase to £1.204bn by 2020/21. A full analysis of
this budget is provided at Appendix B and summarised in the table below by
partner (City Council MCC, Clinical Commissioning Groups CCGs),
categorised by the 3 reform pillars. Of note, £57m of City Council services
relating primarily to children's social care, safeguarding and homelessness has
been deemed out of scope from the Locality Plan reform pillars, leaving
£1.080bn in scope.

Combined Baseline Budgets:
2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000
Local Care Organisation
- CCGs 386,385 399,913 403,972 407,381 416,688
- MCC 50,177 50,177 45,450 42,328 39,152

Subtotal 436,562 450,090 449,422 449,709 455,840
Single Commissioning
Function
- CCGs 292,021 297,352 301,272 304,844 313,294
- MCC 156,221 159,055 156,429 167,626 179,664

Subtotal 448,241 456,407 457,701 472,471 492,959
Single Hospital Service
- CCGs 195,565 199,136 201,558 203,915 209,552

Subtotal 195,565 199,136 201,558 203,915 209,552
Total In Scope 1,080,368 1,105,633 1,108,681 1,126,094 1,158,350
Out of Scope
- MCC 56,814 56,814 52,535 49,019 45,444

Total Budgets 1,137,183 1,162,447 1,161,216 1,175,114 1,203,794

8.2. Financial modelling has been undertaken to calculate a five year health and
care financial plan for Manchester for the years 2016/17 to 2020/21 which is
detailed in the Locality Plan. Taking account of pressures and demographic
changes over the period, together with the estimated changes in resources for
health and social care, the whole economy ‘do nothing’ gap rises from £47m
2017/18 to £134m 2020/21. The financial gap across 2016/17 to 2020/21, by
partner, is shown in the table below. The £66m pressure shown for acute
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providers reflects a share for Manchester. The acute providers’ total gap over
the same period is estimated to be £293m, i.e. £228m greater than the value
assumed in the Manchester Locality Plan. The City Council element is further
analysed between in and out of scope for the Locality Plan. A full build up by
partner is provided at Appendix C.

8.3. The strategies and priorities described in the Locality Plan represent
Manchester’s health and care partners’ agreed approach to managing this
predicted ‘do nothing’ deficit. The Locality Plan contains 3 key pillars which
together will drive the radical transformation of health and care services to the
residents of Manchester. These are mutually dependent and are:

 A single commissioning system (‘One Commissioning Voice’) ensuring the
efficient commissioning of health and care services on a city wide basis
with a single line of accountability for the delivery of services;

 ‘One Team’ delivering integrated and accessible out of hospital services
through community based health, primary and social care services within
neighbourhoods; and

 A ‘Single Manchester Hospital Service’ delivering cost efficiencies and
strengthened clinical services, with consistent and complementary
arrangements for the delivery of acute services achieving a fully aligned
hospital model for the City.

8.4. Delivery against the three pillars of reform will together provide the platform for
securing clinical and financial sustainability in our health and care economy
over the next 5 years. Together the pillars address all 5 themes contained in
the GM Strategy with significant proposals which address the need to reduce
variation, improve quality, optimise productivity across the primary,
community, social and acute health and care sectors. A Joint Commissioning
Executive of senior officers from the Clinical Commissioning Groups and City
Council has been working to allocate indicative saving targets to the three
pillars, shown in the table below.

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 Total
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Single Hospital Service 3,578 5,963 7,191 8,278 4,526 29,536
Local Care Organisation 4,586 12,576 12,019 13,050 8,339 50,570
Single Commissioning
Function -7,649 24,435 12,604 10,720 -1,420 38,689
Out of Scope (MCC) 0 4,279 3,515 3,575 3,368 14,738

514 47,253 35,330 35,623 14,814 133,534

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 Total
£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Manchester City Council

- In Scope 17,980 6,534 2,550 4,635 31,699
- Out of Scope 4,279 3,515 3,575 3,368 14,738

CCG's -11,104 13,381 11,146 12,863 -5,101 21,186
Acute Providers 11,618 11,613 14,134 16,634 11,912 65,910

514 47,253 35,330 35,623 14,814 133,534
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Key assumptions include:
1. The single hospital plan will deliver financial balance for the acute provider

within tariff;
2. 2% efficiencies have been applied to all providers in line with GM

assumptions and recently confirmed national NHS planning guidance; and
3. Where business cases already exist for other services, savings indicated

within these cases have been included.

8.5. The core strategy to realise savings from the three pillars described earlier is:

(i) Local Care Organisation (LCO) - will deflect activity from the acute
sector and residential/nursing provision to lower cost alternatives and
deliver an integrated approach to care which will drive significant value
for money (VFM) improvement from existing arrangements and be
pump primed from the Transformation Fund;

(ii) Single commissioning approach - will include development of shared
priorities, integrated commissioning and targeted decommissioning/
redesign of contracts with out dated payment arrangements, poor VFM
or lower impact; and

(iii) Single Hospital Service (SHS) - will deliver financial balance for the
acute provider within tariff.

8.6. The savings from these programs will impact on existing commissioning
budgets in a way which may not be aligned with the organisational savings
targets as outlined above in the gap analysis – both in terms of current and
proposed organisational architectures.

8.7. The use of a pooled fund and the Transformation Fund Investment Agreement
will be the primary financial arrangements required to be in place, supported
by a risks and benefits share agreement, to allow savings to flow across the
system fairly.

8.8. Commissioners will need to make adjustments to their contributions into the
pooled fund – both to reflect available resources, as well as agreements for
benefits and risk shares, e.g. as the SHS recurrent cost base reduces and the
LCO cost base is redesigned through successful implementation of out of
hospital alternative care provision.

8.9. Since 2015/16, the City Council and Manchester Clinical Commissioning
Groups have operated a pooled fund, under a Section 75 agreement, to hold
minimum mandated Better Care Fund (BCF) resources (2015/16: £38.586m
revenue). The BCF was established by Government in 2015/16 to provide
identified funds to local areas to support the integration of health and social
care. All local authorities and their partner Clinical Commissioning Groups are
required to pool their minimum BCF funding allocations and to prepare a
delivery plan to implement specific national conditions in relation to integration,
including a requirement to set a 3.5% target for reducing non-elective
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admissions (underwritten with a requirement to withhold critical investment
funding into a risk reserve to meet the cost of not achieving the target, ‘a
reserve for failure’). From 2016/17, the pooled fund was expanded to include
budgets covering the deemed scope of ‘One Team’ (Neighbourhood teams,
Intermediate care and Re-ablement), increasing the recurrent revenue
resources to £80.047m, as summarised in the table below. In addition, £6m of
Disabled Facilities Grant capital funding is available. Risk and benefit sharing
principles of the current pool remain risk averse however.

Pooled Fund
CCGs Council Total
£'000 £'000 £'000

Adult NHS Community Health and Adult
Social Care (including NHS Social Care
and Care Act funding)

58,874 6,004 64,878

Community Assessment and Support 9,797 2,124 11,921
Non-elective risk reserve 3,248 3,248
Sub-total 71,919 8,128 80,047
Social care transfer -12,430 12,430 0
Care act transfer -1,533 1,533 0
Total pooled fund 57,956 22,091 80,047

8.10. The intention to expand the pooled fund is considered a key enabler to fully
integrating health and social care, securing financial sustainability and
provides the mechanism for funding to flow around the whole health and social
care system. From a commissioner perspective, for the CCGs and City
Council to reduce their pool contributions the outgoing expenditure from the
pooled fund has to reduce and Section 9 below details the work undertaken on
how this is expected to be delivered.

9. Delivering Savings and Improving Outcomes

GM Transformation Fund

9.1. To secure the activity and productivity shifts required to close the financial
gap, investment support is required from the GM Transformation Fund (GMTF)
for ‘double running’ and the management of change.

9.2. Manchester has taken a two stage approach to investment planning, as
follows:

(i) An initial investment of £2.946m to support the development of the
Single Hospital Service Programme, specifically in the award of initial
funding for the core programme team and external specialist advice
required to progress the case to the Competition and Mergers Authority
(CMA). Conditions are attached to the award, and steps are now being
taken to finalise the Investment Agreement for this award.

(ii) A full investment proposition to support the wider implementation plan.
Work is progressing to submit an investment proposition. The proposal
covers the implementation of the three pillars.
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Initial cost estimates indicate that across the Single Commissioning
Function and Local Care Organisation - both envisaged to be
responsible for out of hospital care in the future - require significant
levels of investment to support implementation of the new care models
which will reduce demand on acute and residential services.

9.3. The proposition being developed:

(i) Specifically for the investment in the LCO, includes a single whole-
system Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) which articulates the potential
return on investment as a consequence of investment in required
interventions;

The CBA is structured based on six key cohorts for new models of care,
who collectively place significant demand on health and social care, or
who will in the future without proactive, preventative approaches now:

 Frail older people
 Long-term conditions and end-of-life
 Children and young people
 Mental health, learning disabilities and Dementia
 Complex lifestyles
 Prevention and rising risk

The CBA makes a series of assumptions, including:

 The size of each of the above cohort groups based on joint analysis
of health and care records

 Current levels of activity
 Average unit costs of activity
 Potential improvements in a range of outcomes (see below) that

represent activity avoided, based on agreed Health and Wellbeing
Board targets, and moderated by consulting with a wide range of
clinical and non-clinical experts

 Adjustments for ‘Optimism Bias’ to make the results more
conservative

 Conversion of reduced demand into ‘cashable’ units of savings

The outcomes included in the CBA are:

 Reducing the number of A&E presentations and admissions
 Reducing the length of stay in a hospital bed
 Minimising delayed transfers of care
 Increase the number of people dying in their preferred setting
 Assumed GP home visits per year, per individual within the

population cohort
 Reducing spend on medicines and prescribing
 Reducing the number of people admitted into residential and

nursing homes, where other more appropriate settings could be
used
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 Reducing the length of time people stay in residential and nursing
homes

 Reducing the cost of care packages
 Promoting independence and self management
 Reducing demand for elective hospital services
 Reducing the number of inappropriate referrals
 Reducing duplication and the number of avoidable contacts with

individuals
 Promoting wellbeing and improving health outcomes
 Non-elective admissions

(ii) Takes account of the models of care, summarised through a series of
‘key interventions’ for each of these cohorts which were developed
through a set of 12 workshops held during Summer 2016, which were
attended by numerous clinical and non-clinical experts from across the
Manchester health and social care system. The interventions include
new ways of:

 Improving main points of contact and front doors to services
 Better identifying current and future needs and risks
 Care management that promotes individual resilience
 Extending and expanding roles within Primary Care
 Better use of community resources for prevention
 Improved neighbourhood services (including social care, community

health, and support for carers)
 Improved locality and community services (intermediate care,

reablement, active discharges back into the community)
 Improved interaction with acute hospital and residential and nursing

services
 Increased use of specialists in out of hospital settings
 Shared records and care plans
 Digital services

(iii) And, provides for ‘double running’ costs which could include:

 The costs of running a new service with new staff alongside an
existing service

 An element of programme management costs to deliver
transformation and reform

 An understanding of how long the double-running funding is needed
for, before the new services either become incorporated into
business as usual, or the new service generates sufficient benefits
for some of these to be reinvested

9.4. An Investment Agreement, signed by all key parties, will be a condition of
Manchester drawing down funding from the GM Transformation Fund. This is
a short document that, on funding award, will form the agreement between
GM and a locality. The agreement will set out:

 Who the parties to the agreement are;
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 What the specific scheme is;
 What it is expected to deliver (financials and non-financials) and by when;
 Key milestones for delivery;
 Expected reductions in demand;
 Improvements in outputs, outcomes, prevalence and impacts (specific

metrics);
 Expected decommissioning of existing resources and how resources will

transfer between different organisations;
 Ways the impact will be tracked and evaluated over time;
 Expected changes in productivity; and
 Conditions of the agreement will be formed of expected outcomes from the

financial modelling and the agreement will state that if a locality fails to
meet the conditions GM reserves the right to review its funding.

Financial and Operational Planning

9.5. The Council and Manchester CCG’s are working on an integrated approach to
developing proposals, with specific immediate focus on 2017/18. Work is
being progressed within the operational planning programme led by the CCGs
in response to national NHS 2017-19 planning guidance that was published
22nd September 2016.

9.6. A series of officer joint finance workshops are being used to steer, focus and
prioritise the work. The operational plan will include savings options which are
efficiency improvements, updated contract arrangements and remodelling or
redesign of the service offer. Critically, attention is focused on the integrated
system and not organisation boundaries.

10. Governance

10.1. It is proposed that the Manchester Transformation Fund Accountability Board
(MTFAB) is established which will provide a robust accountability and
assurance framework locally for the effective deployment and return on
investment of Transformation Fund monies received. This Board will report to
the Health and Well Being Board, be Commissioner led and will comprise
senior officers leading the three change programmes.

10.2. Subject to approval by the Health and Well Being Board in November, the
MTFAB will fulfil the following functions:

 Take direct responsibility for accounting for the public funding
endeavouring to draw down progressively from the Transformation Fund
(TF) and other national programmes – in accordance with a series of
milestones linked to benefits generation and capture to support the delivery
strategy;

 Supported by a new system wide Finance Executive (see below), the
Board will receive business cases from programme leads for review, as the
first stage ahead of submission to GM for seeking draw down of funding;
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 subject to approval the Board will oversee finalisation of the investment
agreement with GM;

 To monitor the effectiveness of the deployment of the investment
resources upon the changing health and care system, and impact upon the
transforming profile of demand and provision of services, including
specifically tracking and monitoring the shift in funding flow from acute to
community; and

 The Board will report to the HWB and align with the work of the Executive
Health and Well Being Group providing regular updates on the TF locally.

10.3. A Finance Executive representing the health and care economy across the
city will be established. It will provide financial advice to the Manchester TF
and Accountability Board on:

 Progress towards closing the funding gap;
 Financial assessment of business cases for release of investment monies;
 Financial reporting on the Transformation Fund; and
 The financial health of the single health and care system and the impact of

the transforming profile of demand and provision of services upon funding
flows.

11.0 Workforce Impact

11.1 The impact upon the workforce as a consequence of the Locality Plan is
currently being assessed. A workforce development strategy is being
developed led by HR/OD leads across all of the statutory health and care
organisations. Immediate implications for the City Council in the short term will
be the deployment adult social care staff working in integrated teams
alongside health colleagues. For staff undertaking commissioning functions
they are already increasingly working alongside health commissioners
beginning to jointly plan the commissioning and procurement of services
together. Importantly, there is no intention to change the employment status
or terms of conditions of current staff engaged in these roles.

12. Conclusion and Next Steps

12.1. This report sets out the arrangements underway to deliver the key priorities
set out in the Locality Plan. The primary objectives are to improve health
outcomes and ensure that health and social care budgets within Manchester
are put onto a sustainable footing. The next steps will include the submission
to the GM Transformation Fund in early October of an investment proposition
to support the radical transformation of the health and care system in the city,
and the development of the single commissioning function, with a view to
implementing new integrated working arrangements from April 2017. There is
an accompanying report on the agenda on the establishment of the single
commissioning function. This will be underpinned by the expansion of the
pooled fund and financial governance arrangements and a detailed
implementation plan is being prepared.
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Appendix A – Local Care Organisation
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Appendix B – Budget Tables: Budget Mapping

Single Hospital Service £195.6m Local Care Organisation £436.3m Single Commissioning Function £448.9m Out of Scope £56.7m

CMFT (Acute Care) £107.5m CMFT Scheduled Care £17.1m PAHT (Non NMGH - Acute Care) £10.5m

NMGH (Acute Care) £31.4m NMGH Scheduled Care £6.6m Other NHS Providers (Acute Care) £12.5m

UHSM (Acute Care) £52.7m UHSM Scheduled Care £10.6m PAHT (Non NMGH - Scheduled Care) £2.2m

CMFT Unscheduled Care £33m PAHT (Non NMGH - Unscheduled Care) £5.5m

NMGH Unscheduled Care £16.6m Private Sector (Acute Care) £26.9m

UHSM Unscheduled Care £18m Private Sector (Community) £2.5m

Other NHS Providers (DGH) £9.4m NW Ambulance £18.3m

Other NHS providers (Community) £3.9m MMHSCT £69.3m

Community Prescribing £92.7m MMHSCT Social Workers £4.1m

Primary Care Medical Services £68.9m Other NHS Providers (MH) £12.8m

National Enhanced Services £3m Private Sector (MH) £14.9m

Quality & Outcomes Framework £6.6m Mental Health (PH) £2.5m

7 Day Access £3.6m MCC MH Care Provision £11.2m

Locally Commissioned Services £1.3m Residential & Nursing Homes £15.9m

Out of Hours £4.4m Home Care £11.2m

Primary Other £0.8m Learning Disability £40.6m

Adult Social Care (City Wide

Teams)
£4.5m Continuing Care £37m

No Recourse to Public Funds £1m Other Care £1.3m

One Team CMFT £20.3m Voluntary Grants £4.2m

One Team PAHT £15m Core and back office (PH) £2.3m

One Team UHSM £16.1m MEAP (PH) £1.8m

Reablement £2.2m Extra Care (PH) £1.3m

Adult Social Workers / PAT £5.1m Primary Care IT £2.1m

Care Act / Protection of ASC £14m

CMFT Other Community £0.6m

PAHT Other Community £1.3m

UHSM Other Community £0m

Wellbeing (PH) £7.6m

Sexual Health (PH) £8.3m

Drugs and alcohol (PH) £8.6m

Other (PH) £3.8m

CMFT £3.5 Community Services CMFT £12.6m High Cost Placements £24.5m Looked after Children £23.8m

NMGH £0.4 CMFT (MH) £6.2m Early Years £14.6m Children's Social Care £9.2m

UHSM £0.1 CMFT Scheduled Care £0.9m Voluntary Grants £4.5m Other Services £13m

PAHT Scheduled Care £0.2m CAMHS £0.4m

CMFT Unscheduled Care £0.1m

Other NHS Providers £0.5m

No Recourse to Public Funds £1.2m

Public Health Commissioned

Services (NHS Providers)
£3.5m

Early Help £-0.1m

Business Support £4.5m Other Health Programmes £22.7m Safeguarding £7.5m

Walk in Centre - CMFT £1.5m Other Commissioning £0.1m Homelessness £3.2m

Walk in Centre - UHSM £0.3m Corporate £50.1m

Propco £2.8m

Business Units £18.3m

* Acute Hospital Care & Ambulance excludes specialist activity and is the Manchester share only
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Caveats

• Figures are based on

2016/17 commissioner

budgets (excludes

capital)

• No due diligence has

taken place

• Figures have not been

signed off by appropriate

Boards and are indicative

• Split of DGH is based on

Medical Specialties,

unscheduled and

scheduled care, plus

A&E.

• Allocation of Children's

Services is to be

determined in line with

the GM work.

• Mental Health is

currently under the single

commissioning function

for further review post

the transaction

• 18% of CCGs budget for

PAHT is estimated to be

the equivalent of activity

on the NMGH site, others

site are within 'other NHS

providers'
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Appendix C– Locality Plan Financial Gap Build Up

All budgets
17/18 - 20/21
Funding Gap

£'000

MCC

- Demographic Growth 17,188

- Inflation 23,231

- National Living Wage 17,281

- Resource Reduction 28,221
- Improved BCF / Social Care

Precept -39,483

Subtotal 46,438

CCGs

- Opening Surplus -11,104

- Demographic Growth 30,002

- Non Demographic Growth 42,438

- Net Inflation 28,300

- Funding Growth -83,766

- Delivery of 1% Surplus 15,315

Subtotal 21,186

Acute Provider's

- Opening Gap 11,618

- Demographic Growth 16,101

- Non Demographic Growth 23,163

- Weighted Inflation 60,080

- Net Tariff Deflation -7,941

- Demographic Growth -15,218

- Non Demographic Growth -21,892

Subtotal 65,910

Total 133,534
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Appendix 2
Analysis of responses received as part of the Budget
Consultation

1. Responses to the Budget Conversation Questionnaire

Question 1: what services are most important to you?

1.1 Respondents were asked to rank the services they felt were most
important to them. At the close of the conversation, education was
ranked as the most important service and leisure centres/sport as the
least. Education ranked at the top throughout the eight weeks of the
conversation, with ‘people with disabilities and mental health problems’
and ‘emptying bins, waste disposal and street cleaning’ alternating
between second and third place.

1.2 Female respondents were more likely to prioritise support for people with
disabilities and mental health problems and children in care and family
support.

1.3 Younger people (16-25) were more likely to prioritise education, people
with disabilities and children in care. Older respondents were more likely
to prioritise fixing roads, emptying bins and making Manchester healthier.

1.4 The final overall rankings were:

Rank
Education 1
People with disabilities and mental health
problems 2
Emptying bins, waste disposal and street
cleaning 3
Children in care and family support 4
Keeping neighbourhoods safe and successful 5
Fixing roads, street lights and parking 6
Regenerating the city, creating jobs and
improving skills 7
Making Manchester healthier and more active 8
Parks and open spaces 9
Culture, arts, events and libraries 10
Making sure benefits are paid fairly, and
collecting council tax and business rates 11
Leisure centres and sports 12

2. Question 2: what other services are important to you?

2.1 Respondents were asked to provide details of other services they felt
were important. This was an open question and analysis of their
responses shows that the most mentioned were:
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Mentions %
Transport infrastructure 284 23.4%
Health and social care 172 14.1%
Emergency services and policing 115 9.5%
Street cleaning, maintenance and waste collection 94 7.7%
Support for the voluntary and community sector 73 6.0%
Parks, green spaces and environmental sustainability 71 5.8%
Facilities for children and young people 62 5.1%
Homelessness 56 4.6%
Planning 40 3.3%
Libraries, museums, music venues and galleries 38 3.1%
Housing 29 2.4%
Improving MCC communication 22 1.8%
Education 17 1.4%
Enforcement 13 1.1%
Sport & leisure 12 1.0%
Legal services & advice 10 0.8%
Employment services 9 0.7%
Other 99 8.1%
Total 1,216 100%

2.2 Transport infrastructure was identified by just under a quarter of
respondents. Just under two thirds mentioned public transport and a
further 14 % mentioned cycling infrastructure. Roads and parking were
mentioned by 22 % of respondents.

2.3 Public transport was seen as extremely important:

• ‘It's good to offer free travel to ensure that the elderly can still get out
and about as I feel without it, many people would sit at home alone’
(age and gender unknown, M21)
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• ‘Affordable public transport so poorer people have a chance at making
a Iiving, rather than staying home and collecting benefits’ (age and
gender unknown, M14)

• There were a number of positive comments regarding the public
transport infrastructure and many respondents recognised the
investment going into this area:

• ‘the improvement of bikes lanes is very good. It makes cycling safe
and therefore more attractive to people. Cycling is green and clean
and we should do more of it. Oxford Road has a great cheap service’.
(Female, 26-39, M20)

2.4 Respondents did however identify a number of areas for improvement:

• ‘People need to get to and from work as quickly as possible to have
real quality of life. I know of people who have chosen to work in Bolton
or Stockport as it’s just too difficult to get into the city’ (age and gender
unknown, M41)

• ‘Increasing bus efficiency and cleanliness would attract more people
who would stop using their cars and therefore make Manchester
healthier and greener’ (Female, 26-39, M11)

• ‘I deeply dislike the fact that south Manchester is poorly served by the
tram and rail networks which spread out away from Moss Side and
everything south of it like they were trying to avoid it. Availability of
public transport correlates negatively with poverty; a direct southbound
line out of the city that doesn't take nearly an hour to walk to from Moss
Side would be a huge benefit, instead of another tram station a five-
minute walk from two more in the city centre’ . (Female, 26-39, M11)

2.5 Health and social care was identified by 14% of respondents. Thirty
seven percent mentioned ‘general’ health services (the NHS, GP
services and hospitals), 34% mentioned social care, 20 percent
mentioned disability services and 9% mentioned mental health provision.
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2.6 Respondents highly valued to local health services, including easy
access to small community health services. Social care services were
also seen to be of vital importance including home care support; support
for carers and older peoples' centres:

• ‘More resources need to be put in to help elderly remain in their own
homes. Not just carers popping in for 5 minutes a few times a day.
These people have contributed all their lives and deserve better’. (age
and gender unknown, M9)

• ‘Older people's services provide centres such as the Minehead centre
which was sadly burnt down, but prior to that provided invaluable day
services for older residents and was a real asset to the community. - -
The Planning Service ensures the right development gets built in the
right place and facilitates regeneration, employment opportunities, and
better schools’. (Female, 26-39, M20)

• ‘Healthcare isn't likely to bankrupt me if it's free at the point of access.
But mental health is being ignored and there are fewer and fewer
options for treatment with longer waiting lists and ineffective
emergency support’. (age and gender unknown, M9)

2.7 Disability services and mental health were highlighted as vital areas that
had already been suffering from cuts.

• ‘As a parent with a child with a disability we were upset that transport
support to and from school has been reduced. They are the most
vulnerable members of our community/society and I feel there is a
moral obligation to make sure they get the right level of support’. (Male,
40-65, M8)

• ‘Attendance at day care is essential for my well-being. It is the place I
attend via the council funded transport five days a week. I feel safe and
cared for. I know the staff and people who are there. They matter
because it means that I can stay in my own home instead of residential
care. To remain at home supported by my care package and family is
my choice and is important for my continued well-being. Otherwise I
would be very isolated and left un-stimulated. I will self harm as I do not
understand why I cannot go. I cannot cope with change’. (Female, 40-
64, M19)

• ‘Mental health services and their failings are at the root of failures in the
system…cutting money from these areas seems like an easy way to
save money for other things the council deems for important but many
of these people have no voice and no one to stand up for them and
protect their rights’. (Female, 26-39, M16)
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2.8 Emergency services and policing was mentioned by 9.5 percent of
respondents. Over 80 percent of these respondents mentioned policing
specifically and the remaining 17 percent mentioned emergency services
in general. Respondents commented on significant cut-backs to policing:

• ‘I feel that there has been such harsh cutbacks to the policing service
that it now impedes their ability to manage crime efficiently. - Every day
I witness crime (drug dealing, drug abuse, vandalism, drunk/drug
driving) but there is never any taken against these crimes because the
lack of resources’. (Male, 40-64, M9)

• ‘I have witnessed the general erosion of society on my estate due to
the lack of sufficient policing. Certain crimes are now ignored that
would have been actioned in the past (e.g. drug taking/dealing). There
is now a generation that very rarely see a police officer on their estate
and therefore feel it is "the norm" to do certain illegal acts because
nobody ever tells them any different. Everybody I know have given up
ringing the police (101) to report crime and antisocial behaviour due to
the lack of any response from their calls. It's a downwards spiral, no
police funding = no police resources = no police response = more
crime/antisocial behaviour = lack of community confidence (in the
police).’ (Male, 40-64, M9)

• ‘Regarding the police there is nothing to like, as we don’t have any to
like... We don’t have any police service to like, public safety is dire in
my area, Gorton, with daily muggings, and more, the police seem to
put every crime in the same group as ASB. even criminal damage
etc... they don’t even know the law and they are the ones who should
be enforcing it....’ (Male, 40-64, M18)

2.9 Other service areas included Street cleaning, maintenance and waste
collection was mentioned by 7.7 percent of respondents. Just under a
third (64 percent) mentioned street cleaning and maintenance and the
remaining 36 percent mentioned waste collection & recycling:

• ‘Fly tipping is a big problem in Whalley Range where I live. Taxi drivers
are the biggest source of street litter. Local people care about rubbish,
in Whalley Range £500 would allow us to print 'keep are area tidy' type
stickers for every lamp post, volunteers are hungry to make change.
Help us!’ (Male, 26-39, M16)

2.10 Support for the voluntary and community sector was mentioned by 6
percent of respondents and the voluntary sector was recognised as
playing an important role in providing extra services and support which
the council can no longer afford as a core service.

• ‘They are well run and cost effective - they're already picking up the
burden of public sector cuts so please don't cut them any more!’
(Female, 26-39, M21)
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• ‘With a small amount of funding for voluntary/community groups, the
benefit achieved from these organisations is wide reaching, supporting
and motivating many areas of the community’. (Female, 40-64, M23)

2.11 Parks and green spaces were mentioned by 3.5 percent of respondents.
A further 1.6 percent cited the importance of allotments.

• ‘They give people a chance to be outside, reconnect with nature and
understand where food comes from. In cities there is too much of a
disconnect between nature and the food chain and the individual. If
people do not understand these, they will never care about them.
Waste can be reduced by having people grow their own and care about
the environment around them because they don't want to waste
something they have put time into - it becomes less disposable, so this
can have a knock on effect on waste production. IT has also been
shown to be beneficial for both mental and physical health. Allotments
can have an impact on the majority of the services listed!’ (Female, 26-
39, M20)

2.12 Facilities for children and young people were mentioned by 5.1 percent
of respondents. Children’s Centres and Sure start centres were seen as
particularly important:

• ‘It helps families especially those in need to get out and about i.e.
mothers with depression or single parents. they helped me when I was
suffering with depression with my baby girl. They helped me come
back to normality but my local one needs a refurb’ (Female, 16-25,
M20)

2.13 Services to support the homeless were mentioned by 4.6 percent of
respondents:

• ‘Homelessness is such an issue in Manchester it's difficult to know
where to begin but something needs to be done; the Homelessness
Charter was a start but there's been very little news of its development
since it began’. (Female, 16-25, M3)

• ‘Follow in the footsteps of Nottingham constabulary by removing
people who beg and take drugs from the city centre and drop them at
support centres. Add charity collection boxes that call for people to give
to homeless charities instead of give to people direct’. (Female, 26-39,
M1)

2.14 A range of issues relating to planning were highlighted however a
common thread related to protection of the existing urban heritage

3. Which places in Manchester do you and your family use most?
Which places do you most value and enjoy?
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3.1 People were asked which services respondents and their families used
most and which they most enjoyed. These could be private, voluntary or
Council-run clubs, facilities amenities, pastimes or activities. The
responses were:

Q5. Which places in
Manchester do
you and your
family use
most?

Q6. Which places
do you most
value or enjoy?

Parks and green spaces 622 45% 747 57%
Sport and leisure facilities 204 15% 83 6%
Libraries 129 9% 95 7%
Museums & galleries, music

& theatre 79 6% 80 6%
City Centre 57 4% 85 7%
Community centres &

groups 46 3% 29 2%
Educational facilities 30 2% 11 1%
Local Centres 26 2% 21 2%
Shopping facilities 25 2% 15 1%
Religious institutions 24 2% 0 0%
Childrens centres & family

support 20 1% 5 0%
Roads and transport 35 3% 6 0%
Home 18 1% 48 4%
Cafe/bar/restaurant 17 1% 15 1%
Facilities for children and

young people 12 1% 21 2%
Health facilities 7 1% 2 0%
Supported housing 4 0% 0 0%
Employment facilities 1 0% 0 0%
none 40 3% 22 2%
Other 0 0% 20 2%
Total (known) 1396 100% 1305 100%

3.2 Parks and green spaces were overwhelmingly rated the highest both for
use and value with respondents really valuing green space:

• ‘Any bit of green space around Manchester city centre. There isn't
enough...’ (Female, 26-39, M15)

• ‘I love the trees in my neighbourhood. Trees are my single biggest joy.
Plant more, protect what we have, develop new neighbourhoods with
them. Stop chopping them down!!’ (Male, 26-39, M16)

• ‘Open and green spaces, wildlife havens. I think more needs to be
done to help bring more wildlife into the centre and protect that already
there. Simple things like having more plants including wildflowers for
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bees/butterflies around town, more trees, more green space, apiaries
on top of roofs, bird boxes, bat boxes etc.’ (Unknown, Unknown, M4)

3.4 Sports and leisure facilities were rated second highest for use and joint
third highest for value. Facilities valued included: the Fallowfield cycle
route; Chorlton Water Park; Aquatics Centre; Moss Side Leisure Centre;
Withington baths and bowling club; Arcadia Leisure Centre; Hough End
Leisure Centre; and a large number of other facilities.

3.5 Libraries were rated third highest for use and joint second highest for
value. Both the Central and local libraries were mentioned alongside the
John Rylands Library:

• Libraries are important so ‘I can meet other people and so don't feel so
lonely but no one pushes as service or wants to give me advice but it is
there if I need it. It is a shame that new books and e-books have been
reduced as they save me so much money but I can still read what is
current and be part of discussions of current culture or I could borrow
new cook books which help me cook and eat on a budget’ (Female,
75+, M8)

3.6 Museums, galleries, music and the theatre were also ranked highly,
fourth for use and joint third for value. Facilities mentioned included the
Manchester Museum, the Science and Industry Museum, National
Football Museum, Whitworth Art Gallery, Manchester Art Gallery and the
People’s History Museum.

4. What do you value most in your neighbourhood?

4.1 Respondents’ were asked to rank what the value the most in their
neighbourhood from 1 – most important to 6 – least important. Overall
peace and safety were most highly valued, followed by good neighbours.

4.2 Differences in views between males and females were small, however
males were marginally more likely than females to value the character of
the area and the cleanliness and tidiness whilst females were more likely
to value good neighbours, community spirit and tolerance and amenities.

4.3 Older people were more likely to value good neighbours and slightly
more likely to value community spirit and tolerance. Younger people
were more likely to value the character of the area.

All
Peace and safety 2.6
Good neighbours 2.9
Cleanliness and tidiness 3.4
Amenities e.g. shops, parks, health services,

entertainment, transport 3.5
Community spirit and tolerance 3.8
Character e.g. suburban/bustling 4.8
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4.4 Respondents were asked if there anything else they valued in their
neighbourhood. Many of the themes which emerged were previously
included in the ranking exercise.

Total Count
Parks & green spaces 162 22%
Transport infrastructure 120 16%
A sense of community 104 14%
Access to local facilities 84 11%
Low crime, safety, peace and quiet 62 8%
Tidy, clean environment 54 7%
Cultural diversity 43 6%
Housing 13 2%
Heritage conservation 11 1%
Employment 1 0%
All of the above 15 2%
None of the above 79 11%
Total (known) 748 100%

4.5 Just over a fifth of respondents cited parks and green spaces, this
included trees alongside streets as well as green spaces. Transport
infrastructure was cited by 16 percent, including public transport links,
safe roads, suitable parking and connectivity in general:

• ‘Metrolink and the free transport within Greater Manchester on buses
and trains… It's fast, convenient and green, and for me, free… they
mean I don't drive as much and they save a lot of money for me’ (Male,
65-74, M21)

4.6 A sense of community was cited by 14 percent and cultural diversity was
cited by a further 6 percent:

• ‘I love that Levenshulme has a sense of its own community identity, a
desire for community cohesion and action, which takes lots of creative
forms’ (Female, 26-39, M19)

• ‘A great mixture of cultures and ethnicities - I see this as a major plus
point’ (Female, 26-39, M21)

• ‘Diversity of age, type of person, e.g. working, retired, elderly, young.
Stable communities of long-term residents. Not too many short term
residents in HMOs such as students’. (Male, 40-64, M14)

4.7 Eleven percent valued easy access to local facilities including shops,
markets, schools, churches, libraries, bars and restaurants, health and
leisure facilities and local events:
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• ‘A diverse high street with local independents in it’ (Female, 40-64,
M21)

• ‘Independent events, e.g. ska bands etc playing at bank holiday events
in Hulme’. (Male, 40-64, M15)

• ‘Love the "Chorlton bubble" shops, bars, restaurants Chorlton water
park’. (Female, 26-39, M21)

5. If people in your street or neighbourhood could come together and
improve or achieve one thing, what would that be?

5.1 Respondents were asked the question above. The main themes from the
responses included:

Total Count
a)
Cleanliness
and the local
environment

Improving
cleanliness/environment 489 36%
Greening 41 3%
Environmental sustainability 21 2%

b)
Community
support/spirit

Building community
support/spirit 220 16%
Creating community space 30 2%
Hosting community
events/activities 7 1%
Local enterprises 4 0%

c) Improve safety/policing/anti-social
behaviour 203 15%
d) Roads/traffic/parking 191 14%
e) Improving local facilities/services 68 5%
f) Planning/regeneration 49 4%
g) Housing 5 0%
h) Improving internet 4 0%
Other 19 1%
Nothing 10 1%
Total 1,361 100%
Unknown 47

5.2 The main area cited for improvement was cleanliness and the local
environment cited by over a third of respondents. Issues highlighted
included leaves in the street; cleaning up litter and graffiti; stopping fly
tipping; cleaning up and re-using waste land and enforcing rules on dog
fouling.

5.3 3% would like to see more greening of the environment: planting trees;
new parks; flowers and community projects to grow vegetables. 2% cited
measures to improve environmental sustainably: increasing recycling;
future proofing homes; and increasing biodiversity and wildlife protection.
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• ‘Keeping the area clean and free from wheelie bins and litter/ fly
tipping.’

• ‘The city looks dirty. In a similar way to how people come together in a
park to do a clean up, or how people came together after the 'riots'
people could come together quarterly for a clean up - which might
encourage people to leave less waste like chewing gum/cigarette
butts/litter’

• ‘Zero tolerance on litter => because a smart neighbourhood (locally
achieved) engenders other community engagement and ownership’

• ‘They might create a community energy scheme, or planting schemes
that take surface run off’

5.4 19% of respondents mentioned improving community support/spirit. This
included supporting the elderly in the community and neighbours in
need; increasing the number of community events or gathering spaces
and promoting tolerance and togetherness

• ‘To improve the lives of the elderly residents and offer assistance
where needed’

• ‘Getting people together for some areas is an achievement in itself.
We've already done it on our street - set up a neighbourhood watch
scheme to tackle spate of thefts/damage to cars’

• ‘To make friends, be kind, talk about shared issues, start a project to
plant vegetables/herbs that everyone can share’

5.5 15% of respondents mentioned improving safety/policing/anti-social
behaviour. This included reducing anti-social behaviour; implementing
neighbourhood watch; reducing noise nuisance and tackling crime.

• ‘Just look out for one another. Share information e.g. to help crime
prevention. Everyone would report on anti-social behaviour. Kids being
naughty, dropping litter, loud motorbikes (stolen), drug dealing, crime
etc. People are too scared to speak up’

5.6 14% of respondents mentioned improving roads/traffic/parking. This
included safer roads; improvements to residential parking:

• ‘Stopping off road bikes (quad bikes) tearing round the streets at stupid
speeds - Someone could get killed (grove village) there are at least 4
regular users who don't wear helmets and pull wheelies at speed - I
fear for the kids who are playing’

• ‘Respectful parking, understand that everyone should be allowed to
park at least one car outside their own house after 4pm. Parking in safe
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places, sometime you can turn a corner and have to swerve as
someone has parked too close

5.7 5% of respondents mentioned improving local facilities/services.
Suggestions were varied and included new facilities as well as making
existing ones more inclusive:

• ‘Open up Chorlton Leisure centre again and make it a health and well
being centre as well as a leisure centre so you would do physiotherapy,
Pilates, meaningfulness, physio, lead aqua activities, physio lead
Pilates and exercise classes for cancer sufferers, over 50's. Gentle
keep fit if you have shoulder, back injuries. Inclusive and autistic or
small groups for swimming sessions at a different time to everyone
else. AND of course Badminton for ADHD groups’.

• ‘Make our schools places where people of all backgrounds learn to live
together. - Create work opportunities at a local level. Support
enterprising individuals and groups’.

5.8 5% of respondents mentioned improving planning/regeneration. This
included regeneration of specific areas; supporting independent retailers
and dealing with unoccupied buildings:

• ‘To get Moston/Harpurhey thriving again. To rid the depression,
deprivation & intimidation’

• ‘Succeeding in getting the council to fund a full refurbishment of
Victoria Baths’

6. How could the council and other public services support you to do
that?

6.1 Respondents’ suggestions of how the Council and other public services
could help support cleanliness and the local environment broadly fell into
one of four categories: waste collection; supporting local communities to
help themselves, street cleaning and enforcement. Examples from each
category are outlined below:

Area for
improvement

Respondents’ suggestions of how can this be
supported by the Council and other public services

Waste
collection

‘Reverse the decision to cut waste collection services,
increase the frequency of bin collections to weekly’.
(Unknown, unknown, M20)
Replace the bins by types that don't leak everywhere and
that are open at the top so people with terrible aim can
avoid dropping stuff next to it. Provide more regular street
cleaning. Some areas of town do not see a street cleaner
in months, cans and bags everywhere, it is grim (Female,
26-39, M4)
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Working with
local
communities

‘Devolved funding to local communities, setting up
working parties where councillors can work with
communities and act on their needs rather than taking
them back to the council in the home the powers that be
value the issues as much as local residents do’ (Female,
26-39, M19)
‘The council could promote be proud of your street
campaign, get kids involved ask parent to tidy there
space not allow dogs to foul’ (Female, 40-64, M40)
‘Give us the equipment, even though I am disabled I
would definitely do my bit no matter how small, I am sick
of the street I live in looking so dirty’ (Female, 40-64,
M14)
‘Be very clear about what they can and cannot do. For
example, if they can only clean streets once every three
months, then communities could plan around that. If they
cannot cut down trees and weed pavements etc. - let us
know and we can try to get it done. We don't want to
duplicate effort - or put council workers out of work. Be
open and transparent. Set expectations. If you tell people
what else you are spending the money on - they might
see that they have to do it themselves or stop moaning
about it. If you leave it as an expectation that the council
will do it, then it is a thing you are failing to do........and
that will make people moan and fail to take responsibility’
(Female, 40-64, M25)
‘The council could provide an incentive/reward and
provide the equipment. When a chore is made fun it is not
a chore at all’ (Female, 26-39, M16)

Street
cleaning

‘More street cleaning. We live on the approach to Clayton
Vale and constantly pick up discarded bottles and litter’
(Female, 40-64, M43)

Enforcement ‘Imposing obligations on landlords to manage waste. By
providing regular street cleaning services. By getting the
bin men to report fly tipping when they see it on their
rounds’ (Female, 40-64, M19)
‘By having community wardens to report rubbish, educate
residents on rubbish & re-cycling and to challenge those
who drop or dump rubbish’. (Female, 40-64, M19)

6.2 A further 3% mentioned greater greening of their neighbourhood and 2
percent suggested measures to improve environmental sustainability.
Suggestions of how the Council and other public services could help
support this included:

• ‘Organisation, equipment, expertise & perhaps competitions. Keeping
things free of charge or very cheap’ (Female, 40-64, M20)
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• ‘Opening up patches of derelict or otherwise unused land and allow
locals to transform it’ (Female, 40-64, M8)

• ‘By creating a community allotment scheme for each area, with
volunteers running the projects and teaching and encouraging others to
help in exchange for veg!’ (unknown, 16-25, M22)

• ‘The council could be more pro active by enforcing the Pollution Law.
Reducing the Carbon Dioxide emission, making all Manchester Smoke
Free Zones so that we can all have Longer Life Span’ (Female, 65-74,
M14)

6.3 A small number of respondents mentioned support for local enterprises,
for example a community enterprise grocery shop or café:

• ‘Community cafe would be good, lot of older generation and no
meeting place for them where we live…providing premises free of
charge, linking community to existing assets that could be build upon’
(Female, 40-64, M8)

6.4 16% of respondents suggested measures to help improve community
support structures or community spirit.

• ‘Give money for a local voluntary sector group to employ a community
development worker to support residents’ (Female, 40-64, M13)

• ‘Facilitate local groups to take action on key things that matter to local
people’ (Female, 40-64, M16)

• ‘Be good neighbours Community wifi could help with this e.g. a bulk
broadband offer similar to the fuel offer’ (Female, 75+, M8)

6.5 Some respondents recognised that good support already existed:

• ‘I have AMAZING support from Manchester City Council - my
neighbours pass on any issues or concerns which - I then pass on to
MCC via Community Guardian or - emailing our local officers or
councillors which works - very well’. (Female, 40-64, M19)

6.6 An additional 3% of respondents recognised the need to create
community space or provide community events:

• ‘Somewhere for local people to go, a community centre to meet each
other, get support, do classes and workshops, a place where kids
could meet in the evening, be safe, have fun, do activities, use
computers, play games’ (unknown, 40-64, M15)

• ‘Some sort of community social centre to fill the gap the pubs have left
in Blackley’ (Male, 40-64, M9)
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• ‘Create an edible herb garden in the greens in front of the local shops.
It has worked in Boothstown and to a degree at Wythenshawe Bus
station. I would like to see the frontage of our local shops look like they
are cared for which in turn should result in people feeling a sense of
pride in their area. There are plenty of people willing to volunteer their
time in the area where I live. Through promotion via social landlords,
ward meetings, social media (Wythenshawe has a strong community
spirited presence on Facebook) I'm sure people would give their time if
given instruction and resources to do it’ (Female, 40-64, M11)

6.7 15% of respondents requested improvements to safety/policing or anti-
social behaviour. Suggestions of how the Council and other public
services could help support this broadly fell within three areas:
supporting residents to report crime; prevention and reducing anti-social
behaviour as detailed in the table below:

What could
be improved?

Respondents’ suggestions of how can this be
supported by the Council and other public services

Reporting
crime

‘Have an online reporting system by which residents can
add a 'pin' to a map when an incident of dumping or
youths congregating without permission, motorbikes
being ridden without number plates, abandoned cars etc
happen - so police, councillors and council staff can see
hotspots clearly and can target resources or efforts there.
This should be separate to the actual reporting systems
already in place. Residents should also be able to leave
reports anonymously to avoid reprisals. - The aim is to
provide a visual aid to seeing hot spots of anti social
activity, which adversely affect residents' quality of life’
(Male, 40-64, M14)

Prevention ‘Introduce compulsory HMO licensing. Support residents
in enforcing covenants forbidding the use of family homes
as HMO. Prevent totally any expansion of HMO in
Fallowfield and Withington’ (Male, unknown, M14)
‘More neighbourhood watches to promote safer streets
less burglaries etc’
‘Give grants for Homewatch scheme setup and support in
setting them up with notices available’ (unknown,
unknown, M19)

Reducing
anti-social
behaviour

‘Provide more out-of-school activity options through
schools and community centres. Schools becoming
involved in community service initiatives, e.g. pupils
having classes on conservation, and raising awareness of
the impact of antisocial behaviour and crime on the
victims; interaction with the elderly of the community,
encouragement and opportunities to assist the elderly
and disabled in some way, even if simple things like litter
picking, weeding, reading out loud.’ (unknown, unknown,
M21)
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‘Alley gating for those who still don't have it - - More
visible (community) policing’ (Male, 40-64, M21)

6.8 14% of respondents requested improvements to roads/traffic or
parking. Suggestions covered three main areas: improvements to
parking, supporting road safety and improvements to the condition of
roads.

What could be
improved?

Respondents’ suggestions of how can this be
supported by the Council and other public services

Parking ‘By clearly marking bays at all parking places along road
sides and especially within housing estates and ensure
where parking is allowed on paved areas it is clearly
marked where you are allowed to do so. Be less tolerant
to parking abusers and issue more parking/obstruction
tickets to offenders’. (Male, 60-74, M8)

Speeding/road
safety

‘They could spend 6 months targeting people speeding
with mobile speeding guns.... give people plenty of
warning it will be happening citywide and then do it
intensively for 6 months. Then stop and pick it up for a
short while randomly a few months later’ (Female, 26-39,
M21)
‘Monitoring car speeds, more prominent signage e.g.
wood road has a 20mph speed limit but only one sign at
the upper Chorlton road end. Road markings and more
signs are needed especially on the blind bend’

Road
condition

‘Fix them, no not just fix them because that lasts about 2
weeks, re-Tarmac them, it would save my neighbours and
I hundreds of pounds a year and the council, less
repairing’ (unknown, unknown, M16)
‘Fix potholes quicker before they become too big’
(unknown, unknown, M20)

6.9 5% of respondents requested improvements to local facilities or services.
Suggestions were wide ranging and included:

• ‘Building a Little Library for sharing books on the street.. A small grant
to help afford the building materials and the licensing to register it as a
Little Library’ (Female, 26-39, M19)

• ‘Use empty buildings to offer a free culture space specially for young
ones’ (unknown, unknown, M22)

• ‘More investment into supporting services for people and families’
(Male, 26-39, M9)

• ‘Build a playground fit for younger and older kids in Fletcher moss. This
area has a very large young population with little in the way of leisure
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centres or swimming pools. The nearest playground is Didsbury park
which is far away’ (unknown, unknown, M20)

• ‘A local soup kitchen type centre for those homeless who live too far
from the city centre to travel or get to those which operate in the city
centre’. (Male, 26-39, M14)

6.10 5% of respondents requested improvements to planning and or
regeneration. Suggestions were wide ranging but broadly feel within the
areas detailed in the box below

What could be
improved?

Respondents’ suggestions of how can this be
supported by the Council and other public services

Redevelopment
of waste
land/regeneration

‘Continued development of derelict spaces. Speed up
the planning process and have clear strategic plans for
development’. (Male, 26-39, M4)
‘Making houses fit for living in and renovating buildings
that are falling down. Especially those in Blackley’
(Female, 26-39, M29)

High street
improvements

Improve shops and feel of high street to encourage new
businesses (less charity shops/takeaways). Imposition
of rent control/preferential rates for independent
businesses? (Female, 26-39, M22)
‘Get tough on dodgy shops (money laundering) stop
takeaways from appearing. More buildings need
protecting from being ripped out and refurbished in a
bad/cheap way’ (Male, 26-39, M19)
‘Ease business rates and support independent business
so as to allow a flourishing and diverse economy, not a
one size fits all identikit street scene’ (Male, 26-39,
M15)
‘Make the take away businesses totally responsible for
the mess they create. whether that’s their customers
dropping litter or the businesses themselves pouring fat
down ally way drains and over spilling bins etc.. be strict
and enforce - do not allow any more take away
licences’ (Male, 40-64, M19)

Enforcement ‘Register and license all PRS landlords so their
activities can be properly regulated and standards
enforced’. (unknown, unknown, M14)
‘Enforce existing regulations e.g.: parking on double
yellows and blocking ability to see at junctions and
leaving litter such as food takeaways’ (Female, 75+,
M40)

Planning
decisions

By bringing in businesses e.g. various shops, industry,
health & social establishments etc., to bring back a
bustling and exciting area to live and visit. (Female, 40-
64, M9)
‘Stop allowing takeaways and restaurants in
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Northenden. Encourage decent independent shops to
relocate to Northenden with financial incentives’
(Female, 40-64, M22)

Start-up support ‘Offer advice, start up funds, get people thinking about
what they can do, that it is achievable and don't give all
opportunities to chains and big businesses, this just
drains money out of the local system’ (Female, 26-39,
M19)

6.11Five comments (less than 1 percent) related to improvements to housing
provision. Suggestions included ‘Help to turn abandoned buildings and
spaces into community areas or emergency housing’ and ‘support for
more affordable housing’.

6.12 Four comments (less than 1 percent) related to improvements to
internet provision. Suggestions included:

• ‘Support any company in Manchester to have cabled all areas into the
optic fibre Internet.... ‘ (Male, 40-64, M8)

• ‘Using the possible joint purchasing power you could obtain community
access to wifi reducing digital exclusion and supporting residents to
keep in touch with each other and access service residents could have
A virtual and real home watch less able residents could even shop
online for example’ (Female, 75+, M8)
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2. Responses to the Budget Blog

The following outlines the complete responses to the budget blog:

In response to the Highways and Roads blog :

• “Existing highways/footways around Manchester currently suffering
from lack of maintenance, some are in a very poor condition, with
additional problem of blocked gullies across the city creating massive
ponding during raining period. I believe the matter of maintenance of
highway should be looked at very seriously to avoid hazard/incidents to
both traffic and pedestrians.”

• “Substantial savings could be made by reducing street lighting at times
when there are few people about. I suggest reducing levels by half on
main routes (A and B roads plus other major arteries) and in the City
Centre between midnight and 6am, and switching off all lighting in
other areas between these hours. This has been done successfully in
other cities including Leeds which I visit regularly, and in a number of
smaller towns and villages, without any rise in crimes against the
person.”

3. In response to the Work and Skills blog:

• “Let Manchester create wealth for future through attracting 'zero
carbon' industries to build affordable 'zero carbon' housing and reduce
dependence on imported fossil fuels.”

4. In response to the children and young people blog:

• “I worked in the Council's Social Care departments (under various
titles) for 10 years, retiring last year. As far as Children's Services are
concerned, I am perturbed by the rapid turnover of social workers and
increasing reliance on agency staff even at line management level.
This is not in the best interests of vulnerable children, their parents/
carers and the Council. This is the issue that I feel needs to be
addressed as a priority and is one step towards improving the
"Inadequate" rating of Manchester's children's social services. There
should also be cost savings if less use is made of agency staff.”

5. In response to Climate Change blog:

• “This is one area where the Council is doing well - Keep up the good
work and don't let it slip! However, many people in Manchester are
unaware of this so perhaps there is some scope for publicity and
awareness campaigns.”

6. In response to Libraries blog:
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• “City libraries are important to me, my friends and family because they
provide us very useful information through a variety of text and keep
the community aware of the present, past and future events. In future
the libraries could invite the schools and colleges pupils for workshops
relating with new curriculum and encourage the students to actively
take part and give feedback.”

• “Consideration should be given to concentrating library resources in a
smaller number of libraries, with longer opening hours and better
stocks of books and other lending materials, rather than endeavouring
to keep all libraries open with restricted hours and limited book stocks. I
think that this would better serve the majority of library users and bring
back those who may have used libraries in the past but no longer do
so.”

7. In response to Have Your Say in Manchester’s Future:

• “At no point in the survey can you object to pay rises for councillors &
council bosses, this is a damning indictment of our current council.”

• “Why are you not listening to the thousands of Manchester residents
who are protesting at your imposition of the smaller bins. You have no
guarantee whatsoever that this will save money, that depends on how
other Councils increase their recycling rates. You are in fact gambling
with a vast amount of our public money in the vain hope that you may
save some. You could have put this vast amount of money into
services that need it instead of whittling it away on this bin debacle.”

8 In response to A New Way of Doing Things:

• “Let's make us proud of our areas...keep the grass verges cut and
trimmed, pavements in good order, vandalism repaired, not just in the
city but across smaller towns and villages.”

• “Then why are you wasting such huge money to have scrapped
needlessly the black bins just to replace them for even smaller so that
finally it will cause a properly disaster into the clean of Manchester's
streets as there gonna be overfilled bins anytime and plenty rubbish
everywhere...just wait for this and you will find out the true.”

9. Other general comments:

• “I was born and raised in Newcastle, studied in Leeds and lived in
London for a considerable length of time. I've now lived in
Manchester/Salford for five years. There is no other major city in the
UK with such a high concentration of people in its centre either asking
for money and/or living on the streets.
With so much money being ploughed into the centre the disparity is
more stark. An analogy I'd use is a city that is painting over the damp
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rather than dealing with it. It will get progressively worse. As
Manchester slowly becomes more materialistic as it veers towards
becoming a 'soulless city for the convenience market' what does it plan
to do to help those less fortunate? Us North East people are blunt, so
apologies if you don't like hearing things straight, but it's time
Manchester stopped acting 'new money' and forged an identity of being
a friendly city.”

• “! It is not just your area damaged by Road works. The whole of
Manchester is in chaos with Road Works and Pot Holes. If only we
were told by the City Council what the Road Work is all about. Sure we
will not mind. One road from Wilmslow Road to Princess Road has
eleven (11) ramps. What a waste of money.”

• “I would like to know what happened to the airport windfall? MCC
consulted us then totally went off the boil. Where is that money? Who
has spent it and on what?”
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3. Social media analysis

Facebook

1. A fifth of responses received in Facebook were in relation to local
consultation with individuals’ expressing concerns over not being listened
to and their views not being acted upon. For example comments
included:

• “Window dressing, they've already made up their minds about what
they're going to do. Opinions of voters are listened to by deaf ears”.

• "Have your say and then we'll just do it all OUR way anyhow"

• “They ask for comments and then NO Reply”

2. Seventeen percent of comments were in relation to waste collection
and/or street cleaning. Eleven percent were complaints about the
change to smaller rubbish bins:

• ‘Tackle rubbish dumping, its’ everywhere. Removing our black bins,
and replacing with new grey ones :( what’s that cost ? and I guess the
new grey ones will be tiny. Which causes the rubbish dumping. Always
been rubbish dumping, but not on the scale it is now. Your policy on
refuse collection black bins causes the problem. Sick to death of
reporting dumped rubbish. My home backs onto fields, today I can see
5 bags of rubbish, and a mattress. that's just over night. every window i
look out all I see is rubbish. The front someone dumped an old suitcase
and rocks from someone’s garden. The footpath at the back of my
house is full of weeds over a foot high, and its not been swept for over
5 years’.

• ‘Restore weekly bin collections and scrap the ridiculous idea to reduce
the size of the grey bins!’

• ‘Above all I need my normal size bin back this a basic human right to
have refuse collected why don’t we make councillors pay packet the
same size in ratio as the reduction of our bins !’

3. The remaining six percent of comments were regarding general
comments over waste in Piccadilly Gardens, Cheetham, Newton Heath,
Moston, Hill Lane in Blackley.

4. A further seventeen percent of comments were in relation to council
pay rises for senior staff:

• ‘well, I can tell you what I don't want you to prioritise, and that's
awarding your failing departments 60% pay rises’.
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• ‘the 60% thing is misleading. ONE member of the team received that,
when they changed jobs to a senior position. The position was there
before and filled at the same rate of pay’.

Fourteen percent of responses related to road maintenance and alterations.
Nine percent were in relation to potholes and poor road condition. Specific
roads/areas mentioned including Higher Blackley, New Forest Road,
Baguley/Wythenshawe and Lion Brow. Other comments related to the
introduction of bus lanes, flooding and alterations:

• ‘MCC have thrown bus lanes all over the place, wasting funds, they
don't encourage people to use buses, and buses do not add anything
to the council's bottom line’.

• ‘They should start by cleaning out all the grids of soil and grass. No
wonder roads flood when we get rain. Brownley road is like a lake after
heavy rain. The grids along Gladeside Road are completely blocked
with soil and grass’.

• ‘You didn't ask the public if all the alterations to the A580/A6 were a
priority, you know what the answer would have been’.

Nine percent of responses related to parks and green space. A third of these
were in relation to Piccadilly Gardens:

• ‘Make Piccadilly gardens look beautiful again. Make it look like it used
to, somewhere you could relax and read a book you just bought not like
it is now it's bloody horrible and cold and scary and worn out whoever
came up with the stupid idea to change it wants lynching and bring
back the beautiful fountain. I am sure many thousands of Manchurians
feel the same way’

Others mentioned parks as being in need of improvements:

• ‘Litter, grass cutting, the state of the city centre, roads, weeds on
pavement general run down look everywhere has the list is endless’

Four percent of responses related to homelessness:

• ‘Manchester city centre is just a depressing place to go it's dirty and to
be honest starting work at 6 am. Is starting to get dangerous.
Homelessness is an issue. Litter and dirty floors’

• ‘Manchester city council expelled the homeless and destroyed the tents
of the homeless during the protest last year. I wont forget those images
and actions of such a draconian organisation’.
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• ‘The first thing that needs sorting in Manchester in the Homelessness
crisis. It's unbelievable how many people are sleeping rough in the
city’.

9. Four percent of responses related to social care. Concerns related to
care home fees and lack of provision due to underfunding, cuts to carers
budgets, lack of bookable respite care and difficulties booking care
assessments.

10 The remaining 16 percent of responses covered a wide variety of areas.
Views are summarised in the table below:

Area of
response

Responses
Summary of views

Count %
Parking 5 2% Loss of free parking on Sunday;

lack of parking in city centre;
high parking charges

Council tax
collection

5 2% Review Council Tax for
pensioners; better collection of
owed Council Tax; less spend
on taking people to court for
non-payment

Planning 4 2% Loss of architecture (Shaws
Furniture building); demolition of
buildings

Social services 4 2% ‘Child Stealing by the State’
Public
transport

3 1%
Eco friendly transport

Immigration 3 1% Prioritising budget for local
people

Health 3 1% Properly managed devolved
NHS budget; closure of Brian
Hore Unit; mental health

Policing 2 1% Unsociable behaviour; lack of
policing in City Centre

Education 2 1% Drop academy system
Childcare
funding

2 1% 15 hr nursery place needs to be
available to all 2 year olds

Skills 1 0% Training and employment for
young people

Geographical
spend

2 1% Allocate greater % of spend
outside City Centre

Libraries 1 0% Huge cuts to small budgets
Social housing 1 0% Houses for desperate families
Youth services 1 0% Services working with teens
Raising tax 1 0% Look at options for raising tax as

well as areas to cut
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Twitter

The most mentioned topics and issues in Twitter were:

Mentions

Waste collection & street cleaning 38
Service requests / queries 7
Gorton 6
Consultation with local people 6
Street cleaning 3
Payrises 3
Public toilets 1
Public transport 1

Instagram

Of the comments received, 10 of the comments were about litter:

• “As someone who doesn't live in Manchester but visits Manchester
regular. You need to get the litter cleaned up in around Piccadilly
Gardens and turn the fountains back on. Your seriously letting the
place fall to pieces”

• “Please please please clean up the city centre. it's shocking how much
litter there is. The benches outside of the central library are full of
cigarette stubs. There's takeaway boxes on the steps to the art gallery.
Don't get me started on Piccadilly gardens... The list goes on and on”

• “if people had more pride for the city, we wouldn't have a constant litter
battle”

Five comments were about parks (particularly in the City Centre):

• “We need a green space park in the city centre! It doesn't have to be
massive but something you could run round & young family's could
play on the grass.... Etc etc trees and grass like a mini Hyde park or
more along the lines of @Buxton park?!”

• “walked around Manchester this morning such a fab city lots going on
but a green city park would be fab!!”

• “I'd say more green spaces and parks for people to enjoy the outdoors.
Especially in city centre's where it can be a bit of a concrete jungle. I
have found a few spots around town but they all seem to need a bit of
a facelift.”
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A further 5 comments were given as a response to a quote about adult social
care including an offer of volunteering:

“is there any voluntary work out there where the public can spend time with
any lonely pensioner that needs us for anything, company? Needs anything
doing?... I'd give up my time in a heartbeat :)”

“This is a great cause for cash to be spent on. It is so very sad how we
become that busy in our day to day lives that we forget those who have no
one who can go for days/weeks/months without talking to anyone
#pensioners”

Two comments were in response to a picture of Castlefield:

• “Has anyone seen the state of castle field at the moment. Litter in the
water everywhere! It not only harms wild life but also harms tourist's
view of the city. We are he third most visited city in the uk, not some
substandard town on the outskirts of London. This is beyond
outrageous. It's sad to see the council is more worried about securing
international deals instead of dealing with domestic issues.”
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Demographic breakdown of respondents

1. Gender

Manchester Respondents
Count % Count %

Female 201,249 51.2% 835 58.4%
Male 191,570 48.8% 595 41.6%
Prefer not to say - 21 -
Unknown - 564 -
Total 392,819 100% 2,015 100%

1.1 Ten respondents (0.5%) did not identify with their gender assigned at
birth.

1.2 Eighty six percent of respondents (excluding those who preferred not to
say) identified themselves as heterosexual and fourteen percent as gay,
lesbian or bisexual.

2. Age

2.1 The age profile of respondents was more clustered to the middle age
bands than the population with young people aged 16-25 and those ages
over 75 under-represented. This group was specifically targeted by the
paper questionnaire.

Manchester Respondents
Count % Count %

16-25 75,935 24.5% 67 4.7%
26-39 86,469 27.9% 467 32.5%
40-64 95,621 30.8% 731 50.9%
65-74 26,969 8.7% 152 10.6%
75+ 25,037 8.1% 19 1.3%
Prefer not to say - - 14 -
Unknown - - 565 -
Total (16+) 310,031 100% 2,015 100%

3. Ethnicity

3.1 By ethnicity those in the white British group were over-represented at
84.0% compared to 74.5% of the population. Those in Mixed: White and
Asian, Asian or Asian British: Other Asian, Black or Black British: Other
Black were also over-represented whilst those in other ethnic groups
were under-represented .

Manchester Respondents
Count % Count %

White: British 292,498 74.5% 1096 84.0%

White: Irish 14,826 3.8% 32 2.5%
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White: Other White 10,689 2.7% 24 1.8%
Mixed: White and Black

Caribbean
5,295 1.3% 12 0.9%

Mixed: White and Black African 2,412 0.6% 8 0.6%

Mixed: White and Asian 2,459 0.6% 12 0.9%

Mixed: Other Mixed 2,507 0.6% 1 0.1%

Asian or Asian British: Indian 5,817 1.5% 16 1.2%

Asian or Asian British: Pakistani 23,104 5.9% 36 2.8%
Asian or Asian British:

Bangladeshi
3,654 0.9% 4 0.3%

Asian or Asian British: Other
Asian

3,302 0.8% 19 1.5%

Black or Black British: Caribbean 9,044 2.3% 3 0.2%

Black or Black British: African 6,655 1.7% 9 0.7%
Black or Black British: Other

Black
2,040 0.5% 25 1.9%

Chinese or other ethnic group:
Chinese

5,126 1.3% 7 0.5%

Chinese or other ethnic group:
Other ethnic group

3,391 0.9% 0 0.0%

Prefer not to say - - 144 -
Unknown - - 567 -
Total 392,819 100% 2015 100%

4. Disability

4.1 Fifteen percent of respondents considered themselves to be a disabled
person compared to 22 percent of the population (who consider
themselves to have a limiting lifelong illness).

Manchester Respondents
Count % Count %

Yes 84,507 21.5% 200 14.9%

No 308,312 78.5% 1242 86.1%

Unknown - 573 -

Total 392,819 100% 2015 100%

5. Caring responsibilities

5.1 Just under a third (31.1 percent) of respondents had caring
responsibilities. 8.9 percent provided care for a disabled child, adult,
older person (increasing to 14.5 percent if secondary care is included).
This is similar to the population and the 2001 Census recorded 8.9
percent of the population as providing unpaid care including looking
after, giving help or support to family members, friends, neighbours or
others, because of long-term physical or mental ill-health or disability or
problems relating to old age.
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Respondents
Count %

None 1176 68.9%
Primary carer of child/children

under 18
283 16.6%

Primary carer of disabled child or
children

22 1.3%

Primary carer of disabled adult (18-
65)

51 3.0%

Primary carer of older people (65+) 78 4.6%

Secondary carer 96 5.6%

Prefer not to say 43 -

Unknown 266 -

Total 2,015 100%

6. Geographic profile

6.1 Ninety three percent of respondents lived in Manchester and a further
seven percent lived in other areas of Greater Manchester.

6.2 Based on ward patterns, most respondents came from central
Manchester, with fewer responses in the North and Wythenshawe. The
mapping data includes printed questionnaire responses with the door
drop in Blackley inflating the figures in the far north of the city. Postcode
areas M20, M21 and M19 are the most over-represented whilst areas
M40, M13, M8, M14 are the most under-represented
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Manchester Respondents Difference
Count % Count %

M40 40857 7.8% 93 5.1% -2.7%
M13 23961 4.5% 37 2.0% -2.5%
M8 31098 5.9% 78 4.2% -1.7%
M14 52820 10.0% 155 8.4% -1.6%
M18 23267 4.4% 57 3.1% -1.3%
M22 42371 8.0% 125 6.8% -1.2%
M11 20443 3.9% 56 3.1% -0.8%
M12 16176 3.1% 42 2.3% -0.8%
M9 39518 7.5% 125 6.8% -0.7%
M3 11709 2.2% 30 1.6% -0.6%
M16 35721 6.8% 114 6.2% -0.6%
M23 30949 5.9% 101 5.5% -0.4%
M15 22310 4.2% 79 4.3% 0.1%
M2 0 0.0% 3 0.2% 0.2%
M1 12221 2.3% 51 2.8% 0.5%
M4 10740 2.0% 59 3.2% 1.2%
M19 34586 6.6% 170 9.3% 2.7%
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Manchester Respondents Difference
Count % Count %

M21 29583 5.6% 197 10.7% 5.1%
M20 48595 9.2% 264 14.4% 5.2%

Total
52692

5
100.0

% 1836
100.0

% 0.0%
Other Greater Manchester 131
Outside Greater

Manchester 6
Unknown 45
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Comparison of printed versus digital responses

1. The following outlines the age comparison of the offline vs on line
responses.

Online
Respondents

Offline
respondents

Total
respondents

% Count Count % Count %

16-25 67 4.7% 0 0% 67 4.5%

26-39 467 32.5% 5 9.8% 472 31.7%

40-64 731 50.9% 21 41.2% 752 50.6%

65-74 152 10.6% 15 29.4% 167 11.2%

2. The following identifies the offline vs online responses to the question -
what services are most important to you?

Online Offline

Education 1 2

People with disabilities and mental
health problems

2 1

Emptying bins, waste disposal and
street cleaning

3 4

Children in care and family support 4 5

Keeping neighbourhoods safe and
successful

5 3

Fixing roads, street lights and parking 6 6

Regenerating the city, creating jobs
and improving skills

7 7

Making Manchester healthier and more
active

8 8

Parks and open spaces 9 9

Culture, arts, events and libraries 10 11

Making sure benefits are paid fairly,
and collecting council tax and business
rates

11 10

Leisure centres and sports 12 12
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